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Abstract 
Call centres have emerged during a time of rapid technological change and represent a 
form of ready employment for those seeking to replace or supplement "traditional" forms 
of employment. Call centre work is considered characteristic of the kinds of service work 
available in the new economy. This paper examines the experiences and practices of 
lower level managers in a call centre in southern Ontario. Findings are based on analysis 
of semi-structured interviews. The findings suggest that lower level managers resolve the 
contradictory social space they occupy by aligning themselves primarily with more 
powerful executives,in part because they know this might lead to increased job security. 
The implications of this trend for building a strong labour movement capable of 
combating neoliberal discourses regarding the need for work restructuring are discussed. 
Taking the place of the social rights-bearing citizen ... is one who is 
re-familialized, individualized, and marketized ... [A J shift from 
secure employment with benefits and decent wages to precarious 
jobs that are short term, unprotected, and poorly compensated has . . 
become a strong symbol of the general trend towards a marketized 
citizen. Many of these transformations in paid work are extensively 
documented and undeniable. What they mean for the well-being of 
individuals and their communities is, however, an intensely 
contested question. 
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Introduction 
Why Call Centres, Why Now? 
My professional interest in working-class culture and the transfonnation of work 
in the latter half of the 20th century and the impact of those changes on workers in the 
new millennium is a natural extension of my own experience in the world of work. The 
inspiration for this particular project came when those of my friends and family who had 
been employed in call centres began to receive promotion into the supervisory and low 
level management positions which abound in the contemporary workplace. My research 
questions sprang from my own observations of their experiences transitioning from life 
"on the phone" to suddenly supervising and managing those on the phones and adapting 
to the conflicting demands faced by the lower echelons of management staff. 
In the past ten years there has been a dramatic increase in the amount of research 
on r,an ~entres globally, mirroring the expall3ion of the industryl from a method for large; 
companies to handle their customer call overflow to a global enterprise used by both the 
public and private sectors. The existing call centre research runs the gamut from praist 
for this innovative scheme for employing those displaced from traditional sectors of 
employment to unmitigated critiques of '''battery hen' operations" (Lamer, 2002: 147). 
The vast majority of the research focuses on the real plight of telephone agents -those 
call centre workers at the front lines: handling inquiries, providing technical support, 
making hotel reservations, and so on. These are the workers who must juggle the 
competing demands of customers, managers, and clients (see especiallY-Belt, Richardson, 
I Call centres do not form their own industry, properly speaking. In Canada, call centres are subsumed 
under the Business Support Services Industry. For simplicity's sake, I will refer to call centres as an 
industry throughout. See Ernest B. Akyeampong (2005) for a discussion of job categories in Canada. Here I 
will briefly note that according to Vincent and McKeown (2008) this "industry" reported revenues of $2.76 
billion in 2006 (4). 
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and Webster (2000); Brannen (2005); Hanna (2010); Huws arid Dahlmanim (2009); 
McFarland (2002); Mirchandani (2004); Pandy and Rogerson (2012); Pupo and Noack 
(2010); and Taylor and Bain (2008)). 
Such research, while valuable, leaves out a range of experiences, including the 
experiences of call centre workers who are not actively engaged in taking customer 
phone calls. Hence, my motivation for undertaking the current research project was two-
fold. First, I wanted to explore the work processes behind the calls by interviewing lower 
level managers responsible for carrying out those duties which ensure the day-to-day 
functioning of the call centre. These "off-phone" positions can include human resource 
jobs, training jobs, finance jobs, and quality control jobs. Clearly, the existing literature's 
focus on frontline workers has left a gap in the research on call centres, because, as 
Goertyel (1979) tells us, managers have a distinctive, under-researched view (as cited in 
Livingstone and Mangar. , .l996: 22\ 
Second, I felt compelled to add a specifically Marxist analysis to the academic 
ccnversation about call centres to contest those analyses which provide an unproblematiC 
version of the emergence of call centre work. An explicitly Marxist, worker-centred 
response to the call centre industry and other forms of employment emerging in the new 
economy is important to revitalizing a flagging labour movement. It is difficult for 
workers to have a strong sense of their rights and to be able to formulate a coherent 
critique of the various market forces that shape their lives in a social milieu that does not 
have a strong "pro-labour" discourse on which workers can draw and, in addition, that is 
characterized by decreasing access to unionized employment. In the new economy, the 
delegimization of the "labour left" coincides with layoffs in traditionally unionized 
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sectors and drastic losses in union density. The jobs that are emerging to replace 
manufacturing jobs have not been unionized in large numbers.2 The consequences of 
these dual trends can be wide-reaching, demanding a coherent response from researchers 
studying the world of work. In addition, the apparent ubiquity of neo-liberal 
interpretations of work have a nullifying effect on the consciousness of workers. Where 
neo-liberalism is still relied upon for the creation of policies related to employment, 
research which analyses the impact of neo-liberal discourse on the consciousness of 
Canadian workers is vital. 
Marxist Theoretical Framework 
A Marxist approach to call centre work is perhaps best equipped to destabilize 
. neo-liberal discourses about work which have become both common-place and, more 
importantly, "common sense." Such discourses ask workers to accept increasingly 
precadous work aiTai1g~ments and low wages, and mask aiienaling and. exploitative 
working conditions as natural, orif not natural, then inevitable or unavoidable. 
A Marxist theoretical framework assumes that the interests of workers and capital 
are "diametrically opposed to each other" (Marx, 1933: 39). That is, what is necessary for 
the expansion of capital is precisely what is detrimental to workers, an~ vice versa. For 
example, survival of capital depends on a continuous rise in profits, which in turn relies 
on a decrease in wages relative to profits - that is, while wages may increase they can 
never increase at the same rate of profit (Ibid). Therefore, as profits grow, wages must 
shrink as a proportion of profits, or capitalist expansion must cease (Ibid). As capitalism 
2 Pupo and Noack (2010) demonstrate that even though call centre workers in the public sector are 
protected by a collective agreement they report working conditions similar to those described by private 
sector call centre workers (126). In other words, even in unionized environments, white collar workers can 
be "treated as contingent labour" and "subjected to authoritarian management practices" (Ibid). 
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expands, it broadens the gap between capital and labour (Ibid). But it also brings 
increasingly more and more communities, objects, services, and relations into its grip, 
turning everything into a commodity and everyone into a labourer/consumer. In both 
these crucial ways (the degrading oflabour and the generalizing of the institution of wage 
labour) capital creates the conditions for "a greater dependence of labour on capital" 
(Ibid). Improving the lot of the worker (either increasing her wages or ameliorating the 
conditions of her work) neither gives the worker independence from capital nor changes 
the structural relationship of wage-labour to capital- that capital may expand only at the - . 
expense of the worker. 
Therefore, where working conditions have in some sense been improved by 
government legislation and by struggles won by workers, most often by forming a trade 
union, it is possible for Huws and Dahlmannn to say, some 160 years after Marx argued 
that improving the lot of workers was an inad.equate response to c:;!'pitaJist expan~im],th:::t 
the technological changes in part designed to do just that, in fact only serve to threaten 
worker solidarity, by repeatedly changing labour processes, the skills required to do a job, 
and the very jobs which are in existence (2009: 3). According to Huws and Dahlmannn, 
these constant fluctuations in job categories, skill sets, and occupational groups, 
destabilize workers' identities,hindering solidarity amongst workers, which a Marxist 
theoretical perspective assumes is the worker's best hope against the market forces that 
constrain their lives. Computerisation and the advent of the internet, while making work 
less physically exertillg;accelerated these trends as, according to Huws and Dahimannn, 
computerisation could only be accomplished after thorough standardisation and 
rationalization oflabour processes (Ibid: 4). The restructuring of work engendered by 
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compliterisation " ... because it involves a further fragmentation oflabour processes ... can 
be regarded as contributing to an elaboration of the division of labour ... " (Ibid). The 
increased flexibility that employers enjoy in the new, computerized economy coincides 
with "the increasing replaceability of workers" (Ibid: 4).3 
In the "enormous global reshuffling of work," Huws and Dahlmann" , suggest that 
occupational identities, which have been shaped over many years, in some cases 
centuries, by regional cultures, national institutions, the results of past tussles 
between workers and management and the specific nature of the ethnic and gender 
division of labour in the locality, have been transformed almost beyond recognition. 
Whether this transformation represents a move upwards or downwards in the local 
occupational hierarchy will vary depending on these different variables. Likewise, 
its implications for workers' abilities to 'place' themselves in relation to each other 
and maintain or develop forms of collective identification and allegiance will also 
vary (2009: 6). 
Lastly, a Marxist theoretical perspective takes for granted that exploitation is 
distinct from inequality - that capitalism is not simply characterized by the existence of 
,:::x lT0fne poverty and extreme wealth. Wright (1985) argues that classexploiiation is 
marked by "a causal relationship between the affluence of the lord and the poverty of the 
serf' or, in capitalism, between the aft1uence of the capitalist and the poverty ofthe 
proletariat (36, emphasis mine). Affluence 'is not the product of chance or industry; it is 
the result of the appropriation of surplus labour (Ibid). 
In contemporary capitalism there exist those with some wealth who are not 
capitalists, but members of a broad and highly variegated middle class. Wright's 
sustained engagement with the problem of classifying these middle classes shows just 
how complex they are. Wright is concerned with whether or not the existence of a 
3 Clark and Warskett (2010) note that Taylorist revisions to work processes coincide with employers' 
attempts to maximize profits through increased control over tasks. Work becomes more fragmented, 
meaningless, and mechanized (238). In addition, dividing up tasks and standardizing labour processes 
makes it easier to replace workers who are no longer valued for their judgment and experience, but as cogs 
in the wheel. 
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relatively broad and stable middle class is contradictory to the traditional Marxist model 
of two polarized, historical classes. Marx himself acknowledges the existence of those 
within the capitalist mode of production who seem neither to fall into the category 
"bourgeoisie" nor "proletariat" but deemphasizes this trend, and maintains that over time 
these middle categories would be pulled up or down, in accordance with capitalism's 
polarizing tendency (1993: 44-48 and Wright, 1985: 8). Yet, Wright explains, the 
seeming expansion of "professional and technical occupations" and "managerial 
hierarchies" over the past century places doubt on whether capitalism really has 
polarizing tendencies (Wright, 1985: 8-9). Wright examines the multiple ways in which 
actors in the middle strata earn a living, and the wildly varying incomes within these 
strata. These middle strata are distinguished from the capitalist class by the necessity of 
earning a wage, but Wright's research asks the question, can wage-earners always be 
c(ll1sidered.~Norkjng.class? 
For my part I consider it appropriate to make a class distinction between relatively 
powerful and well-paid executives and those managers at the lower end of the ladder who 
have little control over their labour process and probably also struggle to make ends 
meet. While I consider Wright's analysis to be insightful and valuable, the scope of this 
paper cannot address the issue of whether the existence of seemingly middle class actors 
threatens the foundation of traditional Marxism. My research participants are certainly 
sufficiently on the "losing end" of the neo-liberal battle over production and wages for it 
to be worthwhile for them to engage in class struggle against the capitalist class rather 
than against the working class. 
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My research explores workers' attitudes in a "new economy" where they may 
face new vulnerabilities and intensifying ideological attacks on discourses that support 
the right of workers to safe, fulfilling, democratically-organized work. As I will elucidate 
further below, my research focuses on lower level managers because they occupy a 
unique position within the call centre. While called upon to supervise and surveil on-
phone staff, their objective position within the organization resembles those on-phone 
staff members more than the executive class to whom they report. Mills (1966) states this 
clearly, arguing that "[i]n terms of property, the white-collar people are not 'in between 
Capital and Labor'; they are in exactly the same property-class position as the wage-
workers" (100). Yet, as salaried employees with higher incomes, who supervise, 
organize, and perhaps also dominate the wage-workers, their position within the 
organization is a conflicted one.4 To complicate matters more, even at the time at which 
Mills wrote (the early 1 95 Os} he had alre~i.dy observed "a narrowing of the income gap 
between wage-workers and white-collar employees" (Ibid: 1 0 1). 
Huws and Dahlmannn argue that the "general decline in blue-collar occupations' ; ... 
and accompanying increase in the number of white collar jobs might appear to reflect 
"class shifts" in the Western world, but the reality is far more complicated. The authors 
point to the variety of class locations ascribed to white collar workers, noting that there is 
" ... little agreement about the class position of office workers. Do they form a 'white 
collar proletariat? ... Do they form part of a new technical-professional middle class with 
ambiguous allegiances?" (2009: 9). The ways in whil::h these "ambiguous allegiances" are 
played out amongst the lowest levels of the management structure are of particular 
4 As Wright (1985) explains, "[w]hile the wage-labour exchange is important [for classification purposes] 
various other dimensions of production relations bear on the determination of class relations" (39). 
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importance to my own research. As Huws and Dablmannn find, workers with ambiguous 
class locations are unlikely to be able to formulate a coherent critique of the class system 
in which they are located and even less likely to mobilize if they do not have an objective 
basis for solidarity with other workers, or if this objective basis is not apparent to them 
(Ibid: 18). 
My theoretically informed questions are: what are the specific, unique working 
conditions of lower level managers? To what extent do lower level managers align 
themselves with capital and what do they perceive to be the relevance of collective action 
for their industry? Finally, to what do lower level managers attribute problems in the 
workplace, if not to exploitative working conditions? 
Lower Level Managers 
Winson and Leach (2002) maintain that class analysis is still relevant in a world 
wilel.e "[ d Jespite tecimologicai advances, capitalism continues to rely on certain kinds of 
labour to sustain profits ... " (5). The authors make a compelling argument for, as they put 
it, "the continued salience of class analysis," noting that recent technological changes, 
rather than improving the lives of workers, have actually only increased the mobility of 
capital, making workers more vulnerable and at a greater disadvanta~e vis-a-vis 
corporations who no longer even abide within national boundaries (Ibid). 
Some have noted the reluctance of some white collar workers to unionize. 
Rinehart (2001), for example, suggests that the relatively high wages and good benefits 
of office workers and professionals may in part "account for the disinclination of 
professionals to unionize and strike ... " (2001: 91). In some cases, white collar work may 
be constructed as "middle-class" and therefore not requiring unionization. However, 
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without a union to fonnulate a counter-discourse to corporate culture and neoliberalism, 
workers are susceptible to corporate ideology and the devaluing of labour which 
accompanies it. "Corporate culture" explanations for the problems workers face on the 
job usually leave them feeling isolated and do not adequately explain the source of 
conflict, which is the conflict inherent in capitalist enterprise - the conflict between 
workers' needs (human needs) and profit generation. They may attribute what are 
actually structural problems to their own personal failings or to interpersonal problems. 
The success of corporate ideology in post-war Canada has meant an increase, in the 
likelihood that employees individualize negative job experiences rather than viewing 
them as instances of class antagonism. This coincides with a generalized devaluing of 
collective action. While at earlier points in Canadian history5 it may have been possible 
to speak about the corporation's responsibilities to its workers, our political imaginary in 
th!s regard has heen l,mdermined in recent years by a stronb' ~orporate ideology abont 
hard work and the values ofa meritocracy. 
Such "corporate culture" explanations coiour lower level managers' interactions 
with, and opinions of, on-phone agents. In call centres in the new economy, low level 
managers are frequently not graduates of business schools, but fonner phone agents 
promoted to the level of supervisor, trainer, client service manager, and so on. Once 
promoted, they face a decision about how to interact with their fonner workmates -
whether to advocate for them or to adopt the typical management stance in favour of 
intensifying the labour process for on-phone staff. The fonner option, however, often 
runs contrary to their responsibilities within the organization, and could have dire 
5 For a discussion of the ups and downs of the North American labour movement, see Edwards, Richard C. 
(1979). Contested Terrain: The Transformation of the Workplace in the Twentieth Century. New York: 
Basic Books, Inc. 
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personal consequences. The resulting antagonisms between workers only make building a 
vibrant labour movement increasingly unlikely. In addition, as it is often people with 
leadership potential who are assimilated into the managerial ranks, the prospects for 
organizing collectively are further undermined. 
Vivian Shalla (2007) identifies the development and distribution of management 
rhetoric and corporate culture in business schools as a significant part of the labour trends 
which have seen workers in increasingly dire straits over the last three decades. Even 
students at formerly radical institutions, she. argues, are exposed to pro-management 
rhetoric. Regarding this proliferation of management discourse she writes: "[t]he drift 
from critical approaches to the study of work has also been exacerbated by the 
managerial perspective that has been gaining ground in the academic realm with the 
growth in size and power of business and management schools and programs." (9). 
Graduates of these new business schools then disnerse and.nromote "management 
• • . . ' .J. _ ." . '. 
friendly" perspectives on the labour process. Of course, management friendly ideologies 
~re not new but, as Shalla explains, now students can choose to attend business programs 
at traditional universities and graduate with no exposure to counter capitalist discourses. 
According to Rinehart (1987), business schools or executive training courses indoctrinate 
workers with a profit-oriented discourse. As P.D. Anthony explains (1984), these 
managerial schools create a united front and an integrated value system among the 
management strata, ensuring that even those members drawn from the working class are 
&ssimilated (261) . .  
Graduates of business schools often become upper level managers or executives 
in call centres in the new economy. Lower level managers are those situated between 
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business school graduates and on-phone agents. They usually have little or no formal 
post-secondary education and generally resemble phone agents in terms of background 
and what might be termed "cultural capital." Further, as Mills explains, because "[t]hey 
have no direct financial tie to the means of production" they resemble the rank and file 
(1966: 100). But their objective situation within the organization (as part of the 
"management team," albeit usually a poorly paid part) demands that they function in 
many instances in opposition to their former workmates. Lower level managers are at 
once vital to the "new economy" and unique to it. 
The situation is not all grim. As Vallas (1987) asserts, workers "are not passive 
recipients of organization ideology" (252). Workers without an effective counter 
discourse to corporate ideology are more susceptible to accepting such ideology at face 
value but they are not incapable of formulating their own critique. At times they are able 
to r~?ist the pressure from above tn confoml; 10 work longer and faster for less puy, and ... 
. to accept unquestioningly the demands of their supervisors. Marx himself knew that 
w\)fkers were constrained - but not entirely determined - by capitalist ideology (see 
Hyman, 2006). As Shalla (2007) notes, the work environment is actively produced and 
reproduced by the people within it and "workers continue to be active agents" in 
constructing the capital-labour relationship (8). She argues that understanding labour 
relations requires a materialist perspective - proponents of which hold that people are 
both given their world and change their world (Ibid: 11). She emphasizes, following 
Marx, that workers are able to re-make their world and that economic structures are not 
immutable. Power might be located in the means of production but it is also "contestable 
and contested by workers in the private and public spheres" (Ibid: 12). 
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Here, I examine the ways, if any, in which workers actively resist domination in 
the workplace. Further, I explore the ways workers are complicit or engaged in 
dominating others as part of the answer to my question about the extent to which low 
level managers align themselves with capital. Given the erosion of a "workers' rights" 
discourse on which call centre employees can draw to make sense of their work lives, 
what conclusions do they draw about their role in the workplace, and what do they 
perceive to be the relevance of collective action (in the form oftrade unions, for example) 
for their industry? 
This research is vital to the study of call centres because of its specific focus on 
lower level managers who occupy a unique position in the call centre as both recipients 
and purveyors of capitalist ideology. According to Marx, the emergence of a group of 
wage-labourers dedicated to the supervision of other workers was a unique characteristic 
of cap,itClJism/LivingstoneandManagan, 1996: 20). Manager;:; do notoV\-n thc means of 
production - rather, ideologically and politically they are compelled to-align with the 
hourgeoisie(lbid: 21). My research contributes to a clearer picture of what it is like to 
occupy this contradictory social space, of the tension between being economically 
disenfranchised yet ideologically aligned with capital. 
My focus on low level managers is entirely consistent with a Marxist approach. 
The first stratum of management in contemporary organizations is frequently occupied by 
people with little formal education. They are likely to remain at the low end of the pay 
scale with little hope for further promotion unless they manage to advance their education 
through night classes, online diplomas and the like. Call centres typify the kind of rapid, 
"McDonaldized" promotion which Schlosser (1998) vilifies in his portrayal of assistant 
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managers in fast food restaurants in the United States. Schlosser documents the work 
lives of these assistant managers, who, being classified as "executives" are exempt from 
receiving overtime pay but whose salaries are so low they often make little more per hour 
than their hourly crew members (2004: 142).6 He notes that fast food assistant managers, 
who often spend most of their time preparing food and mopping floors, can work up to 70 
hours a week (Ibid). Hourly employees are protected by laws which stipulate the number 
of hours they can work in a week before they start receiving overtime pay. However, 
those laws do not extend to employees who are defined as "executives" or "managers." 
As Edwards (1979) tells us, the "Fair Employment Practices Act defmes ... what 
constitutes overtime for nonsupervisory employees" (161, emphasis mine). Those 
employees classified as supervisors are vulnerable to demands to work many hours of 
overtime without extra pay. 
Cal! centre mnnagers also·may experience considerable pressure towoik long 
hours and because they are salaried, they receive no extra cumpensation for doing so. In 
some cases, their take home pay maybe little more than on-phone staff members who 
receive sales incentives and overtime pay. In many instances their work day affords them 
much more freedom and flexibility than those taking calls (who must remain at their 
computer tenninals for the duration of their shifts). However, lower level managers are 
often compelled to collude with corporate aims and goals. Their economic dependence 
upon the organization ensures that they will comply or risk being fired. Thus their more 
flexible schedule may give the illusion of autonomy, security, and status, but they will 
likely experience their work life as coercive and unrewarding. 
6 See also Royle (2002), who documents the same trends in the UK. Royle finds that restaurant managers at 
McDonald's restaurants around the UK routinely worked 12-hour shifts. 
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Richard Edwards argues that low level managers are controlled by the highly 
bureaucratic nature of contemporary organizations (1979: 21). Whereas early capitalist 
enterprises were ruled personally by owners and one or two foremen, the sheer scale of 
organizations today requires level upon level of managers who must themselves be 
coordinated and controlled. This is largely accomplished by bureaucratic rule, which 
institutionalizes company policy, to which managers are as accountable as workers. The 
difference between the highest echelons of corporate power and the lower levels can 
hardly be overstated. As Rinehart (1987) declares, "[i]n the capitalist organization, a 
considerable differentiation of authority emerges, ranging from top executives of giant 
corpurations, who often blend into the capitalist class, to middle managers and low-level 
supervisors, subject to subordination themselves" (101). My research will explore the 
extent to which members ofthese lower levels of management align themselves 
ideologically with capital, as, evidenced in part by their?"ttitudes towards on-phone staff, 
from whose ranks they themselves were drawn. Given the typically poor treatment they 
receiv~ at the hands of executives and their relatively low pay grade, one might imagine 
that they feel little loyalty to the company itself. Yet, their very economic dependence 
upon the corporation combined with their structural position within the organization 
ensures at least outward compliance. In the end, low level managers' work lives would 
seem to be on-going negotiations between competing loyalties and interests. 
The New Economy 
These tensions are exacerbated by the seeming inability of the labour movement 
to formulate an adequate response to the changes that took place in the economy in the 
latter half of the 20th century. Winson and Leach (2002) argue that the deliberate 
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avoidance of unions on the part of corporations (through sub-contracting, and so on) and 
the fragmentation of the working class through irregular schedules and plant restructuring 
has had a harmful effect on the labour movement in general and rendered some particular 
unions in disarray (25, 31). The erosion of the manufacturing sector, the volatility of 
resource extraction work and the concomitant expansion of the private service sector 
have radically transformed union density, attitudes towards the labour movement, and the 
work (and even social) lives of Canadians. 7 The rapidly expanding private service sector 
is mainly comprised of non-unionized jobs, which means that most of the new jobs 
created in Canada are not union jobs. In many cases this may mean that they are low-
paid, tenuous, and de-skilled. The new economy is marked by an increase in part-time, 
temporary, and contract work, so that working parents increasingly find themselves 
balancing two or more jobs to make ends meet. Winson and Leach (2002) explain that 
such casual or ' nonstano(l.rd' labour is often poorly remlmerated and does not include 
benefits or pensions (10). Livingstone and Sawchuk (2004) indicate that the particular 
"pobrizationof employment hours" endemic to the rapidly expanding service sector 
creates both "overwork and underemployment" for workers (7). 
Rosemary Warskett (2007) (among others) argues that the response of the 
. Canadian labour movement to these changes has been piecemeal and uncoordinated 
(381). According to her, the ensuing crisis oflegitimacy for unions and the labour 
movement in general has not been much improved by "recent union organizing efforts" 
7 In her review of the literature identifying the impact of service work on workers' identities, Leidner 
(2006) writes: "[i]n the most advanced economies, the decline in manufacturing jobs and rise in service 
jobs continue apace, and service workers often face different kinds of challenges to the self than do 
manufacturing workers" (425). According to the research Leidner reviews, the new economy is 
characterized by constant technological change and emerging management styles that seek to control 
workers' "subjectivies" as much as their bodies (Ibid). 
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(Ibid: 386). Cayo Sexton's (2003) analysis of the American labour movement is equally 
disheartening. She argues that the legitimacy of the labour left has been attacked by anti-
union corporations since the 1950s and has been seriously eroded since the 1970s (318-
319). Writing in 1991, Sexton maintains that "union decline is caused, not by excessive 
wage demands, but by employer efforts to repress unionism and employer inspired labor 
laws that allow them to do so" (Ibid: 319). However, she also emphasizes that 
complacent or non-radical labour has greatly discredited the labour left in the eyes of 
Americans. As evidence, she cites the "disrepute in the United States ofthe word 
'socialism' even in association with the word 'democratic' ... " (Ibid: 322). In 2002, Royle 
finds the same thing, noting that "[u]nion membership in the US is reckoned to be the 
lowest in the Western world ... " (2002: 67). He contends that unions themselves are partly 
to blame, since they "have not always been willing to focus adequate resources on 
. recruitment" in the newer industrieg ,(IhiQ). He~c0,,:it would seem llnlikcly that ;, " 
r~surgence in union organizing is forthcoming. There are certainly significant differences 
between the AmericfuL picture, and the situation here in Canada. Each country has its own 
constellation of factors contributing to union decline and economic restructuring. 
However, to the extent that many ofthe larger unions extend across the border, it is 
instructive to note what American researchers have found in regards to their own 
circumstances. 
In Canada, it is apparent that fewer and fewer people find themselves in stable, 
well-paying jobs, and yet, are increasingly questioning the relevance ofthe labour 
movement to their lives. Unionism and a discourse of workers' rights are associated with 
blue-collar manual work - and office workers have often considered these things 
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irrelevant or worse, undesirable.s As Warskett argues, "[t]he failure of the Canadian 
labour movement to break through and substantially organize the private service sector 
by the 1980s meant that neo-liberal restructuring proceeded during the late 1980s and 
1990s without much hindrance from the labour movement" (389). Serious attempts have 
been made to organize some groups in the private service sector at different points 
throughout the 20th century, but these efforts have often met with strong, coordinated 
resistance from employers (Clark and Warskett, 2010). Attempts to unionize McDonald's 
and Eaton's employees during the 1980s and 1990s were frustrated by high rates of 
employee turnover, the fragmented nature of the labour force, and in some cases, "the 
aggressive anti-union strategies" of the owners (Ibid: 241). Decades earlier, the Bank 
Employees Association had faced similar employer resistance to unionization during their 
efforts to organize bank workers in the early part of the 20th century. In that instance, 
Clark and Warsk~ttnote, "strong employer opposition quickly ended the d;ive" (Ibid). 
Neo-liberal policies and ideologies continue apace, therefore, and their impact on 
the structure ofthe pri\;ate service sector is difficult to overstate. In some ways, the logic 
of neo-liberalism and rationalization of workplaces has achieved a "common sense" 
status that has perhaps been detrimental to my research participants' ability to articulate a 
comprehensive anti-capitalist stance. Rather than identifying the structural conflicts in 
their workplace, I suspect that they are more apt to identify interpersonal problems as the 
source of their dissatisfaction, which the individualisitc tendencies of neo-liberalism and 
8 There are, of course, professional associations for lawyers and engineers and public sector unions. Those 
professionals who have embraced unionization as a way to address shrinking wages and the rationalization 
of their work may be said to have resisted ''traditional anti-union biases that sometimes predominate 
outside of blue collar groups" (Duffy and Pupo, 1992: 227). In Canada, the health care industry in 
particular is well-unionized and has been the site of several well-publicized battles between the Service 
Employees International and the Canadian Union of Public Employees. My specific focus does not extend 
to public sector or professionals' unions, although understanding how such unions have flourished in a 
context of generalized union losses would be a fruitful line of inquiry for further research. 
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rationalization tend to encourage. Further, I expect that low level managers in call centres 
primarily align themselves with capital, as evidenced by their treatment of on-phone staff 
and general lack of support for collective action. These patterns would be consistent with 
their unique position within the call centre, halfway between workers and owners. 
The particular irony of this situation is that many (workers and researchers alike) 
have noted the similarities between cali centre work and factory work. Far from being the 
clean, high-skill, high-tech jobs they are often touted to be by local governments who 
seek to attract call centres as part of job creation programs, call centre jobs often feel a lot 
like being on an assembly line and may also be hazardous to employees' health. In Belt, 
Richardson, and Webster's (2000) description of call centre work, it becomes clear that 
when their pace of work is controlled by a computer, employees experience a great deal 
of stress. In call centres, computers automatically send calls to phone agents' head sets 
~'1d.the agents have no co~.trolover",rhen.,acaH\Nm~Ol11c,through or which calls to take. 
As Belt, Richardson, and Webster tell us, their research participants "talked of the lack of 
stinmiation involved in these jobs and some identified similarities between the call centre 
environment and the factory assembly-line .... The managers and supervisors interviewed 
recognized that the demanding, yet also highly standardized nature of the job was a key 
cause of employee demotivation and high labour turnover" (Ibid: 373). Several of the 
workers indicated that call centre management jobs in particular are very demanding 
(Ibid: 379). Workers found that they were expected to put in long hours, which they 
considered especiaHy strenuous for women who also bear the lion's -share of childrearing. 
Similarly, Rinehart (1986) argues that white collar jobs "which once were viewed as an 
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escape from factory labour, have turned out to bear a strong resemblance to blue-collar 
work" (67). 
My research explores more than workers' views on unionism and delves into call 
centre workers' perceptions of a range of questions that are salient to labour studies. In 
truth, just as Marx did, I view trade unions to be, at best, a tepid indicator of the health of 
the labour movement.9 While they improved the lot of miners, gannent workers, and steel 
workers in the first half of the 20th century, they failed to provide a fundamental 
challenge to the rights of managemYIlt to direct and control the work process. Indeed, at 
different points in history, workers have had to battle just as hard against their own 
conservative union leaders as against management to achieve a strike (Rinehart, 1987: 
111). 
Unions themselves cannot adequately address management authoritarianism, they 
can ,oJ1!Y temper mal1<;lgernentdominancecfthe work pl'0cess (Ibid: 121): However, as 
" .. 
Rinehart (1987) explains, unionism does entail a public acknowledgement of "the 
existence of a structural conflict at the workplace ... " and the need for collective action to 
address this conflict (Ibid). Sexton (2003) surmises that "unions, fallible as they are, 
provide an essential check on the runaway powers of economic elites" (325). My purpose 
in including interview questions about the perceived relevance of unions in my interviews 
is to use unionism as a starting point to open a dialogue on workers' rights and 
9 Hyman (2006) explains that " ... Marx largely discounted the economic Rotential of trade unions" (44). 
According to Hyman, Marx maintained that "unions could only partially withstand" capitalism's constant 
attack on workers' wages (Ibid). Further, Marx (and later Lenin) held that unions tend, over time, to 
become conservative since they are forced to organize "on terrain shaped by the existing capitalist society" 
(Ibid, 45). The terms of the conflict between trade unions and capitalists is reduced to battles over the 
conditions of work, and not over the larger issue of ownership of the mode of production. Hyman argues 
that earlier enthusiasm among labour analysts for the political puissance of unions must now be called into 
question, nbting that "union membership and effectiveness are in decline in almost all countries where 
unions were formerly strong ... " (Ibid). 
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possibilities for resistance and collective action. In short, I believed at the outset of my 
research that the legitimacy of the labour movement has been so eroded in the eyes of 
most Canadian workers that any discussion of workers' rights would need to be 
facilitated by a "conceptual handle." Trade unionism provided just such a handle and 
opened up the discussion to other (more radical) aspects of workers' rights. 
Whatever the position ofthe labour movement today, it is clear that at one time it 
was strong enough to provide Canadian workers with a more comprehensive anti-
capitalist discourse. For example, Edwards (1979) tells us that a 1919-1920 steel strike, 
led by a "maturing labour movement" with specifically socialist aims, questioned not just 
-;'{ages but production itself (19). Before this, he argues, "[t]he rising tide of working class 
militancy" prevented capitalists from consolidating completely and in turn threatened 
capital's hegemonic rule (Ibid: 47). The structure of the factory provided a clear 
distinction between workers and bosses, an ,"us ,and them" dynamic which is perhaps less 
in evidence in the contemporary workplace (Ibid: 147-148). By contrast, service work 
requires employees to undergo a personality make-over far more than factory work I 0 so 
that much of a worker's performance is based on their perceived willingness to work and 
an antithetical attitude to the boss is squeezed out. In some ways, workers may come to 
identify with management and hope to gain a place among them. Finally, Edwards tells 
us, "[w]orking class orientations and patterns of interacting yield to more bureaucratic, 
so-called middle class ways ... The workers' ability to create a workday culture begins to 
10 On the question of work and identity, Leidner (2006) points out that work can sometimes support 
workers' efforts to build a coherent identity. "But whether work enhances or undermines self-respect, 
status, and dignity," she argues, "depends on the specifics of the work [and] its social organization" (Ibid: 
435). 
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fade, just as, on a grander level, the working class loses its ability to make its own class 
culture" (Ibid: 148). 
Of course, leftist researchers should be wary of descriptions of a reputed "golden 
age" of working class militancy and cohesion. Yet, the very difficulty I faced (as 
explained above and subsequently in chapter three) in wording interview questions to try 
and "get at" the various aspects of class consciousness of call centre workers in Canada 
today speaks volumes about the crisis of legitimacy that the labour movement is facing 
today. This crisis is perhaps reflected in mainstream cultural forms, where working class I. 
culture is frequently devalued or denied in popular culture, the news media, and in 
workplaces. 11 
In part, my research shows that not all is lost - wo*ers can resist corporate 
ideology and are doing so in a number of ways. Specifically, the 2008 recession 
prompted a backlash against irresponsible corporations and lilismanagelIlellt by clitc:lof 
public and private resources, and this is ongoing. However, workplaces have changed 
radically since the heyday of the labour movement. As Winson and Leach (2002), citing 
Belous (1989), claim, earlier forms of work organization (like the 'new deal' of the 
193 Os) at least paid lip service to the notion of employee input, "whereas in the 
contingent model unions play only a small, peripheral role" (10). The labour movement 
has seemingly been unable to address these changes, leaving workers without a 
comprehensive anti-management discourse to draw on to explain their lived reality. The 
11 Livingstone and Sawchuk (2004) write that it is "rare in dominant discourses to hear any reference to 
social classes" (8). The notion that we live in a class society is rarely addressed in dominant cultural forms. 
"While much attention is paid to the exploits of the rich and famous," Livingstone and Sawchuk tell us, the 
rest of us are assumed to belong to a broad middle class. The lived reality for most working people (long 
working weeks, juggling paid and non-paid work, with little leisure time and even less disposable income) 
is rarely depicted in a straightforward way in popular media. Hyman (2006) puts it succinctly: "Today, 
capita1ism is hegemonic and altematives .... are remote from popular imagination" (47) 
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21 st century, with all ofits technological advances, has not meant the end of bad jobs. 
Robert Howard (1985) decisively demonstrates that the most sophisticated workplaces in 
Silicon Valley can be just as hazardous to workers' health as modem factories. Yet, the 
labour movement has not developed into the kind of organizing power necessary to 
transform labour relations, beyond battling over wage hikes and vacation time. 
Hence, the issue of reinvigorating working class communities, organizations, and 
trade unions is even more pressing in the new economy, despite its technological 
advances. Discussions of contemporary forms of employement and work organization, 
like the emerging call centre industry, would be remiss not to include considerations of 
the relative paucity of working class organizing now as compared to the heyday of the 
labour movement. Young people entering the workforce for the first time, older workers 
adapting to a changing economy, and women returning to work to supplement a spouse's 
income. no:v{!.)fien face Q_ harsh economkdimatealonc).in a newly individualized work 
atmosphere. 
Whatever its relative merits or failings, the call centre has emerged as an 
important part of the Canadian economy. In 2005, Akyeampong, writing for the Statistics 
Canada periodical Perspectives, identifies the "business support services" sector (of 
which call centres are "a major component") as one of the fastest growing sectors in 
Canada between 1987 to 2004 (5). In 2004, this sector employed 112,000 Canadians 
(Ibid). This is in part due to changes in telecommunications and information technology 
and 'changes in business practices leading to an increase in outsourcing (Ibid). 
In addition, the Canadian economy continues to undergo transformations which 
make manufacturing jobs scarcer. Increased levels of post-secondary education among 
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Canadians since WWII have not eradicated the need for unskilled, readily available 
employment.12 Many Canadians find it necessary to support themselves or supplement a 
spouse's income with low-level service sector jobs for a variety of reasons, including 
displacement from the manufacturing sector, re-entry into the labour force after caring for 
children, and the scarcity of jobs for students. These are the structural conditions under 
which the call centre has emerged and flourished. Given the call centre's relative newness 
as an industry, its spread to both the public sector in the west and also to other nations 
(often with very different wage and compensation packages than their western 
counterparts), it is not surprising that there has been growing interest in it among 
sociologists. My hope is that my research will contribute to an understanding of the 
specific, unique perspective of lower level managers in call centres, which may also give 
us some insight into the larger issue of the vitality oflabour discourses in the new 
12 I do not refer to call centre jobs as "unskilled" to suggest that no skiHs ·are necessary to do the job, but to 
distinguish them from "trades" jobs, which generally require workers to undergo formalized training prior 
to taking up the job. Livingstone and Sawchuk (2004) explain the difference between trades and 
"production" jobs, stating, "[tJradesmen generally have more organized training and apprenticeship 
opportunities ... as well as more continuing discretionary control over the pace of their work ... " (64). See 
also Hyman (2006) for a discussion of the gradual eradication of "good" jobs through mechanization and 
the division of labour to maximize profit and minimize the need for "relatively expensive and relatively 
autonomous" craft labour (37-38). For a discussion of the real skills of call centre workers, especially voice 
modulation, attentive listening, prolonged concentration, call control, and multi-tasking, see Hanna (2010). 
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Unionizing the Service Sector 
What We Already Know About Call Centres and Unions 
Call centres emerged during a period of rapid technological innovation and 
expansion of the service sector, along with an associated contraction of the 
manufacturing sector in the West. Factory jobs, subject to elimination through 
automation, off-shoring, and economic downturn have become increasingly scant in 
North America and elsewhere, leaving many families scrambling to compensate for the 
loss of a living wage. The call ce~tre functions as a source of ready, relatively low-skill 
employment in regions of high unemployment. However, the wages of call centre 
vvorkers do not approximate those of most factory workers, in part because the industry is 
not widely unionized. · While several researchers (see in particular Lamer, 2002 and Belt, 
Richardson and Webster, 2000) have noted the similarities between telephone jobs in the 
call centre and factory .i 0 hs . on the assembly line, these similariti es cio not c;'xtf':nd., to thc. 
relatively stable wages and working conditions that characterized the heyday of big 
manufacturing in.North America. 
Much of the existing research on call centres focuses on measuring job 
satisfaction variables, such as employee performance monitoring, time allowed off the 
phones, and so on. This kind of quantitative work is useful, since performance monitoring 
and other methods of controlling the work process contribute to the deeply alienating 
conditions many call centre workers face. For example, Holman, Chissick, and Totterdell 
(2002) find that when performance monitoring is perceived to be intense, it contributes tv · 
greater levels of exhaustion and "that greater effort and attention is given to tasks that 
may normally be performed effortlessly" (75). But research that concentrates on 
ameliorating existing working conditions without taking a holistic view of white collar 
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work in the new economy is severely limited. In addition, as discussed above, there is too 
little research on low level managers, who frequently come from working class 
backgrounds, with little formal education and few employment options outside of the call 
centre. Low level managers often work long hours for little pay and their jobs offer little 
in the way of personal satisfaction or autonomy. They frequently find themselves in the 
position of monitoring and managing their erstwhile peers. Throughout their workday, 
low level managers may confront situations that force them to choose between aligning 
themselves with their much more highly paid executive-level supervisors or with on-
phone staff (knowing that this latter option could potentially jeopardize their jobs). 
Caught in the ongoing clash of interests between executives and on-phone staff, low level 
managers might resemble on-phone staff in terms of income and ownership of the means 
of production, but the requirements of their job (surveillance and supervision of phone 
agents) di:::courages. {;!ny. form of solidarity between them-and the production staff. 
My research will examine the unique position that low level managers occupy 
within the contemporary workplace. While low levell11anagers (and their dilemmas) are 
not unique to the call centre industry, the call centre is the perfect venue for this research 
because it has become a common source of ready employment for so many and because 
call centres often promote from within. This means that the people who occupy positions 
in the lower echelons in the call centre are less likely than those in other industries (that 
do not promote from within) to have business degrees or a great deal of previous 
management experience. Here, I willexarnine the existing literature on call centres . as 
well as the unique objective position of lower level managers, and consider these in 
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relation to the broader issues of class solidarity in the new economy and the health of the 
Canadian labour movement. 
Life in the Call Centre 
If call centres are broadly accepted as ready fOIms of clean, safe employment in 
Canada, critical research does much to trouble this image. Since call centres have 
traditionally located in depressed areas and, very often, areas struggling in the wake of 
factory closures, the industry has sometimes been constructed as an opportunity for youth 
to surpass their parents' own career aspirations - to get off the assembly line and into a 
comfortable office chair. But the reality of life in the call centre is far from comfortable. 1 
For example, Belt, Richardson, and Webster's research participants consistently 
emphasised the "similarities between the call centre environment and the factory 
assembly~line" (2000: 373). Workers are expected to follow a script which will 
3!:md3fclizetheir interactioils with customers, anUthey described the work as both 
"repetitive" and "tiring" (Ibid). Interestingly, the managers that Belt, Richardson, and 
Webster interviewed readily acknowledged that the on-phone work is at once "highly 
standardized" but also demands a great deal of concentration (Ibid). That is, similar to 
work on the assembly line, while the work itself is monotonous, there is no opportunity to . 
"daydream" or to let one's mind wander. The authors fmd that call centres experience 
high rates of employee turnover, and that these difficult working conditions contribute to 
this state of affairs (Ibid). Significantly, however, those managers who described the 
demanding nature of the working conditions saw no reason to try to change the 
1 Hanna (2010) finds that workers are initially attracted to call centre work by the flexible working hours 
(270). The reality, however, is that the very "flexibility" can become burdensome. The call centre's 
operating hours are determined by the client based on customer call-in habits. Workers' shifts can change 
frequently with little notice. In addition, the manner in which shifts are allocated (whether by seniority or 
on a first-come, first-served basis) can also change without notice. 
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conditions (Ibid). Indeed, they were constructed as an inevitable part of life in the call 
centre. 
If the call centre is similar to a factory because the work is monotonous, 
Richardson and Gillespie (2003) argue that it is also similar to a factory because the same 
process of automation which leads to the deskilling and degradation of workers in the 
manufacturing sector is present in the call centre (89). This process of automation ensures 
that work is less and less dependent on the skill of the worker. Like the modem factory, 
the labour process is standardized, accurately timed, and relies on the "much enhanced 
application oftechnology" (Ibid: 90). Call centres that move in where traditional 
industries are in decline, as Richardson and Gillespie (2003) and Vincent and McKeown 
(2008) argue they do, avail themselves of large labour pools accustomed to this kind of 
highly automated work. 
Rather than highlighting thesill1i1arit~es ufthc'cail centre to a. factory, McFarland ' 
emphasises-the call centre industry's reliance on the availability of a large pool of women 
who need ready employment to support their families and concludes that, if anything, the 
call centre resembles the maquiladoras in Mexico, arguing that both rely on vulnerable 
labour - the labour of young women who are unlikely to organize and unlikely to become 
militant (2002: 70). Rather, they accept poor working conditions and low wages precisely 
because of their marginal position in the labour force.2 While certain trade unions have 
made inroads in New Brunswick call centres, McFarland argues that the lack of 
unionization in this area is what attracted the call centres in the first place and "conflict 
2 Notably, Leidner (2006) turns this theory on its head, confirming that corporations do in fact take into 
consideration the availability of supposedly tractable and submissive female workers when choosing where 
to locate, but arguing that these employers in tum recreate and reify such enactments of femininity, as 
workers respond to management demands and expectations (449). 
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seems inevitable as tensions build between the union and the companies ... " (Ibid: 72). 
Like McFarland, Lamer (2002) criticizes the expansion ofthe call centre industry in 
eastern Canada because, although it has created many jobs, it has not "created jobs for 
those people displaced from more traditional resource based industries. Rather, it has 
created a new stratum of low end positions for young people, particularly young women, 
who would otherwise be working in tourism, retail or food services ... " (145)? Call 
centres, Lamer argues, "foster low wage and feminized forms of employment" (Ibid: 
133). Belt,Richardson, and Webster (2000) similarly note the overrepresentation of 
women in call centres. The women they interviewed indicated that they felt it is easier for 
women to be promoted in call centres than in other industries,but the authors did not find 
evidence of women being promoted beyond the level of supervisor (378-379). 
Richardson and Gillespie (2003) do not directly address the issue of promotions 
for women - rather thev focus on the class division between intemF!Land external hi~es 
.... .. , • ' " ,.I. ,. , _. ,_. .... " ,"" •.• •. ,' .. . _ . _." . ' '. 
What they find is that there is a glass ceiling for internal hires at the supervisor and 
middle manager level (102). This means that those promoted from on-phone positions 
typically become supervisors or occupy low level positions in the Human Resources 
department, for example. The truly high paying, influential jobs are usually given to those 
with business degrees, good connections, or many years of experience in more 
prestigious organizations. 
Heilman, Chissick, and Totterdell (2002) conclude that the rapid promotion-from-
within which characterizes the private service sector, and call centres in particular, can 
3 It is important to note that many women juggle multiple jobs, often working one job during the week and 
another on the weekends (DuffY and Pupo, 1992: 63). Multiple job-holding can also take the form of 
seasonal work combined with part-time work year-round. Among women, multiple job-holding 
"mushroom[ ed]" during the 1980s and 1990s, according to Duffy and Pupo, reflecting in part the general 
inadequacy of the wage rates for part-time work and the scarcity of full-time work (Ibid). 
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cause acute stress for workers who are insufficiently prepared for their new role. 
Inadequate training, long hours, and high expectations combine to create taxing work 
. conditions.4 Holman, Chissick, and Totterdell argue that inadequate training of new low 
level managers "can lead to a situation where new supervisors have to deal with sensitive 
issues (such as giving feedback on performance) under demanding conditions, but are 
relatively inexperienced and ill equipped to cope with such tasks" (77). 
The inadequate training of internally-promoted managers creates problems for 
both the managers and on-phone staff. In her study, McFarland (2002) reports that 
workers questioned the competence of their supervisors (67). They felt that managers 
pressured them and they complained of the heavy workload, high quotas, and the stress 
associated with these (Ibid: 67-68). Yet, the flip side of this rapid promotion structure 
was that these same workers felt their opportunities for advancement were good because 
+1. ',' 1 "r' d 1 k "d' ~ . . d ' T' " , D 'l "2!:." .~ .',vi d.; t J)["; same' q Uc,;Hneatrons an ~a{; groJ.na na' alreau yoeel1 pI omote ~ ~D1.:i: 
67). 
. Due to stressful working conditions, call centres experience high turnover even at 
the management level, resulting in a new cycle of promoting from within. Indeed, call 
centres could not function without this relatively deskilled labour to fill the vast array of 
low-paying management positions it fosters. It is the objectionable nature of the working 
conditions that requires so many lower level managers to ensure that the (inevitable) 
resistance to the working conditions does not get out of hand. 
4 For a discussion of the negative impacts of work on health, see Polanyi, Michael. (2004). "Understanding 
and Improving the Health of Work" in Dennis Raphael, ed., Social Determinants o/Health. Toronto: 
Canadian Scholars' Press, Inc., Hyman (2006), and Leidner (2006). 
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Low Level Managers: New Employees for a New Economy 
In his landmark text on the changing world of work in post-war America, C. 
Wright Mills constructs an image of the lower level manager as adapting to a world 
where there is both room for promotion through the ranks, but also a great deal of class 
segmentation and striation - remnants of a time when to be middle class, one had to have 
either property or standing as a mercantile. In the new economy, Mills tells us, the 
expansion and bureaucratization of business requires a new middle class, frequently 
drawn fro~ the ranks of production staff, but "shaped" by their superiors to be capable of 
' -. ' ! ; 
managing the rank and file (1966: 106). These new managers, Mills writes, are "people to 
whom subordinates report, and who in tum report to superiors" (Ibid: 97). They have 
"borrowed" the prestige of the old middle classes and are keen to distinguish themselves' 
from the lower rungs of the organization (Ibid: 103). They accomplish this through their 
appearance (i.e~ not wearin,~ auniform),through their skills,and the manner in which 
they acquire these skills (i.e. especially through close contact with superiors) (Ibid). 
Additionally, they take pride in their relative autonomy on the job, vis-a.-vis productir~., · · 
staff. 
However, the entire picture is not this straightforward. The lower level manager's 
role in the organization is an inherently conflicted and contradictory one. They are not 
quite production staff, and may be vilified by production staff because of their newly 
acquired authority to supervise and surveil other workers. But neither are they accepted 
into the ranks of the "top brass." Mills explains that "in terms of income'~ they may be 
better off than wage-workers but they are just as dependent as wage-workers on the 
organization for that income since they "have no serious expectations of propertied 
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independence" (Ibid: 105). Low level managers may distinguish themselves 
"psychologically" from the rank and file by claiming more prestige but their characters 
are shaped by the demands ofthe new bureaucratic organization (Ibid). Mills sums up the 
objective position of such worker, noting: "[w]hite collar employees are the assistants of 
authority; the power they exercise is a derived power but they do exercise it" (Ibid: 104). 
Writing more than three decades later, Rinehart (1987) finds much the same trend, 
only heightened by the emergence of computerized work. He argues that the newly 
technical workplace is subject to rationalization and intensification, where work is "" 
monitored by "a virtual army oflow-Ievel supervisors [who] ensure that the pace and 
atmosphere of office work is neither leisurely nor relaxed" (1987: 80). The kinds of 
technological advances which made measuring output and work pace easier in the factOIY 
are rampant in the new office. Computers monitor time workers spend away from the 
phone, tL-ne they spend on each call; the nuurben:;fphonc cailshandled, and' sO on (ibid: 
87). In a direct reverberation of Mills' earlier sentiment, Rinehart states that low level 
managers exercise some degree of control over wage-workers and are in tum subject to . 
"subordination" and "direct scrutiny and control from executives above" (Ibid: 101, 105). 
In the newly rationalized office, computers control the pace of work, rather than the 
worker herself, just as in any factory. However, unlike the factory, where wages were 
once more likely to keep pace with inflation, Rinehart argues that " ... clerical wages have 
suffered a long-term relative decline" (84).5 
In part, this is because although white collar work has come to resemble factory 
work, there has been no accompanying rise in unionization (Ibid: 89). Rinehart argues 
5 Ed Firm, in a 2011 paper for the Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives (CCPA), points out that while 
Canada as a nation has more than doubled its GDP since the 1970s, the gap between the richest and poorest 
of the country has only widened. 
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that union membership threatens white collar workers' status and gives their jobs even 
more the flavour of being manual, blue-collar labour (90). According to Rinehart, white 
collar workers absorb the anti-union sentiment of the upper ranks of managers and 
executive staff, most of whom are drawn from the ranks of elite business school 
graduates. 
Therefore, although office work in the newly bureaucratized organization 
resembles factory work in many ways, Edwards (1979) suggests that ,the 'us and them' 
dynamic common in factory work has disappeared from the contemporary office 
workplace.6 In contemporary workplaces, workers identify with management and hope to 
gain a place among them. The rapid internal promotion model contributes to this 
orientation. Edwards maintains that working class cohesiveness was more apparent in 
early factories (147-148). While it is important not to romanticize the' glory days' of a 
vibrant working class q~H1JTewbencertainly working conditions were dangerous 3nd 
workers competed for a limited number of jobs, Edwards argues that white collar work 
can be personally invasive in a way that factory work is not. Office work requires an 
internalization of the values of the corporation, making it almost impossible to perform 
' the work and maintain an anti-management stance (see also Leidner, 2006). In a 
bureaucratic environment, compliance, punctuality, attendance, and a "sustained 
propensity" to follow the rules are emphasized (1979: 149). The ultimate expression of 
this kind of bureaucratic control is internalization of corporate values, resulting in self-
governance and loyalty to the company itself{lbid: 150). This loyalty can persist through 
6 Tony Royle echoes this sentiment 23 yearS later, in his study of McDonald's managers in the UK. He 
maintains that McDonald's employees are encouraged to remain loyal to the corporation through the 
fostering "of a new form of collective" (2002: 64). In this new arrangement, "us" refers to the employees, 
and "them" refers to the customers. 
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a multitude of personal disappointments in terms of promotions, bonuses, and wage 
increases. Employees who have seen their real wages decline over the years and remained 
loyal to the organization may have internalized the needs and goals of the company 
(Ibid). Edwards argues that for hourly workers, punctuality and rule-following are 
emphasized while for salaried workers, loyalty and enthusiasm are rewarded, but the 
significant point is that both hourly staffand 10wleve1 managers are subject to the 
personality overhaul demanded by the contemporary workplace. 
Anthony (1984) argues that when wotkers internalize the goals of the 
organization, explicit coercion and other more obvious forms of control are no longer 
ilecessary (258). By constructing hard work as intrinsically worthwhile, capitalist 
ideology makes appeals to work harder unnecessary (Ibid: 259). Far from being exempt 
from capitalist ideology, Anthony argues that lower level managers are its especial 
recipients. He claims ~hat "[nl1,e ideolpgic(J.! onshwghtjs now almost entirely directed at 
managers and is no longer composed of a naIve ... appeal for hard work" (Ibid: 260). The 
contemporary workplace has been the breeding ground for" ... a whole mass of 
techniques designed to measure, monitor, control, and reward managers' performance" 
(Ibid). He argues that " ... ideology plays a very considerable part in the curricula of 
management courses at universities, polytechnics, technical colleges and industrial staff 
colleges" (1984: 260). Managerial schools ensure management strata have a unitedfront 
and an integrated value system and they give scientific credence to exploitation of the 
workforce (Ibid::' 261). In this way, managers can become "so insulated" from working 
class culture and workers' rights discourses that they find it hard to imagine these as 
legitimate views (Ibid: 262). 
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In 2006, Hyman identifies the same trends, arguing that in the contemporary 
organization, employers must deploy "subtle" and coercive forms of control precisely 
because of workers' continued (rational) resistance to methods of profit maximization 
and work intensification (41). By orienting workers to the goals of the organization and 
eliciting their cooperation, the employer relies less on expensive, unwieldy, and imperfect 
forms of technological control. According to Hyman, "[m]anagement strategy [is] .... an 
attempt by employers to impose control while still evoking consent, with both elements 
of this contradictory set0f objectives conditioned by the actual and potential recalcitrance 
of their employees" (Ibid). The result is that the contradictions inherent in the capitalist 
mode of production are internalized by the workers, and played out inside the hearts and 
minds of workers themselves. They are less likely to embody simple, direct opposition to 
the forces that constrain them. Rather, they both oppose and consent to such forces and, 
~s my r~sp.:m~0h. sJlggests, are capable ofconstructing{or subscribing to) ration~cs for 
imposing the same kinds of constraints on fellow workers. 
Like Anthony, Shalla (2007) traces the consolidation of a renewed and 
reinvigorated capitalist ideology back to the profusion of management schools in North 
America. According to Shalla, the shift to a newly bureaucratized and rationalized 
management style is enhanced by the proliferation of business schools and management 
training programs which entrench and legitimize capitalist ideology. Business school 
graduates often occupy the upper echelons of organizations, from where they propagate 
'management friendly' ide'Cfiogywhich demarids that workers conform to lean production 
principles. Workers are expected to become more flexible and to work in more precarious 
circumstances for less pay (2007: 9). The newly legitimated capitalist ideology, freed 
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from its fetters of working class cohesion and militancy, has created "deeper levels of 
insecurity for scores of labour force participants" (Ibid). Perhaps one of the most 
significant labour gains to have been eradicated is that of the family wage (Ibid). The 
resulting emergence of women into the labour force in steadily increasing numbers may 
have contributed to women's participation in a greater variety of work, but it has also had 
widespread consequences for childcare and family life which public policy is still 
grappling with today. 
According to Edwards (1979) the contemporary organization could not function 
without this hegemonic discourse of hard work and personal sacrifice (58-61). Welfare 
capitalism and widespread unionism de-legitimated direct exploitation, but did not 
eradicate the need for capitalists to exploit workers to maximize profits. Thus, Taylorism, 
scientific management and worker participation plans were designed as evolving attempts 
to ~0ntn?1 w orkers more subtly . .InconJunction -with-the new wotk ethi~, thcsemi:.tildcis '" .-.... .. . . " 
encouraged workers to identify with the organization, while simultaneously consolidating 
hl 'v-iorke:rg'minds the authority of executives to shape and control the work process. 
Responding to the Changes: Unionism and the Labour Left 
Even in the manufacturing sector, unionism has been largely unable to address the 
fundamental conflicts of capitalist production. Howard (1985) argues that because 
collective agreements codify management rights along with workers' rights, they actually 
normalize the existence of managers; the notion that workers cannot get along without 
management becomes common sense. By legitimizing management's relationship to the 
worker through the collective agreement, trade unions "ceased to challenge the 
fundamental premise of corporate management" (1985: 98). According to Howard, even 
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the most militant union fails to make work democratic or to challenge the management 
prerogative (Ibid: 184). Issues such as "design of technology, the organization of work, 
patterns of supervision, and attitudes of office supervisors" significantly impact workers' 
quality of work life, but there is no room on the bargaining table for them (Ibid: 187). 
The opposite is more often the case: to the extent that management and labour must,agree 
on everything on the bargaining table, collective agreements can only achieve the lowest 
common denominator (Ibid: 195). 
Many others have documented the tendency of North American unions' to become 
conservative and complacent (Rinehart, 1987; Cayo Sexton, 2003). Rinehart (1987) 
ciaims that workers have often had to battle temperate union leaders to get a strike 
mandate (111). Indeed, in the '50s and '60s, some of the big unions like UAW wer~ 
staunchly anti-communist and opposed to left-leaning activists and sympathetic 
aftermath of the deep recession of the 1990s, strikes became less frequent, as unions 
rCl:reated: toderensive positions, struggling even to maintain their ground (R.inemirt~ 2001: 
5). Clark and Warskett argue that employers began to rely more on contract and 
temporary labour to avoid union organizing efforts, making it extremely difficult to build 
the solidarity and cohesion among workers necessary for unionization (2010: 246). 
Unionizing efforts are on-going, but the service sector in particular remains vulnerable to 
precarious and fragmented forms of work, making traditional forms of collective action 
arduous (Ibid). 
Edwards (1979) argues that the large corporations that emerged in the latter half 
of the 20th century were better equipped to stamp out worker resistance (15-16). These 
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larger corporations were more powerful, had fewer constraints and wielded more 
sophisticated forms of control in response to changes in worker opposition and public 
perceptions of workers' rights (Ibid: 15-18). According to Edwards, this stage of rapid 
industrial growth in postwar America led to periods of "intensifying conflict" by the 
1970s (Ibid: 18). Edwards claims that capital accumulation is not immune to historical 
forces. It is different from one decade to the next, depending on, for example, the degree 
of competition among capitalists, the level of class consciousness among workers, and 
the various government policies shaping and impacting tblmarket (1979: 15). 
The same can be said for the strength of the labour movement. What is considered 
possible, desirable, or worthwhile at one time is impossible, risky, or doomed to fail at 
another. Seccombe and Livingstone (2000) argue that whether or not workers see 
collective action as viable depends on their belief that this action will be successful, 
.. :mther than the interlSity oftheirdiscontefit (8): In· temlsofthe decline of the labour left in 
our own time, the authors contend that corrupted labour leaders delegitimized the labour 
movement in workers' eyes, preventing them from viewing collective action as a 
practical response to on-the-job exploitation (2000: 28)7. 
But this was not always the case. Edwards (1979) documents the long and varied 
history of the labour movement, identifying periods of intensifying militancy amongst 
workers and periods when the labour movement became relatively complacent. He claims 
7 C. Wright Mills argues that with increasing bureaucratization of work, the public and private sectors 
become in effect indistinguishable !:!llCe the very same people populate the upper tiers of both realms 
(1966: 106 and 112). Two people at war in the boardroom find themselves on the same side of the House 
of Representatives. And further, "[v]ery slowly, reluctantly, the labor leader in his curious way, during 
certain phases of the business cycle and union history, joins them" (Ibid: 1 06). Mills' larger point is that it 
is impossible to draw careful distinctions between those in "government," those in "business," and those 
running the union - indeed, all too often all three supposedly separate realms are governed by exactly the 
same people. Indeed, labour leaders and union officials frequently leave the union and move into 
government jobs or human resources (Ibid: 112). In some cases, managing these shifting relationships and 
competing obligations becomes the "real" goal of each organization. 
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that when capital increased production demands, workers were sometimes emboldened to 
strike or even to challenge the real foundations of capital accumulation (Ibid: 52). He 
even identifies a time of growing opposition to capital, when the labour movement took 
on an explicitly Socialist stance. In 1912, Edwards asserts, the Socialist Party won 6% of 
the votes in the American presidential election (Ibid: 38). Before this, there was 
widespread public support for striking railway workers in western Canada, resulting in 
boycotts of the streetcar service (Hildebrand, 2009). The rapidly growing industrial sector 
changed the dynamics of class confli<;t in the United States and Canada, ushering in a 
period of open clashes between employers and workers. For example, the 1919 steel 
strike challenged not just wages but the fundamentals of capitalist production itself. 
Edwards attributes this to the "maturing labour movement" and specifically Socialist 
leadership (1979: 19). Likewise, in the 1920s, the coal miners in Cape Breton, Canada, 
'. ~Nere led by an "unabashcd.Cornmuni.st" ill their fight against cut~ to theL wttges-(:Baiven; ". 
2010). 
After the chaos and tumult of the Depression and WWII, the labour left was 
influenced by the emerging interest in culture, experience, agency, and the "new politics" 
of identity. Consequently, one of the main tasks for the labour left throughout the '60s 
and '70s was adjusting to the realities of the "new" left: understanding the complex 
interplay between agency and determinism and structures and culture (Kirk, 2010). While 
the labour movement cannot but be strengthened by gender and race analyses, the new 
kft focus on the individual and individualism was detrimental to notions of the 
importance of class solidarity and working-class unity.8 Exacerbating these issues were 
8 Nelson Lichtenstein writes that "[o]rganized labour is embattled, not just at the bargaining table, but in a 
fundamentally ideological way that calls its very existence into question" (2010: 72). This is precisely 
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numerous structural shifts which necessitated dramatic changes in the way the labour 
movement operated (Duffy and Pupo, 1992: 224). In particular, the increase in the 
number of women in the labour market, the increasing fragmentation of forms of labour, 
and the relocation of many firms and factories overseas meant that traditional methods 
for organizing could no longer be relied upon (Ibid). 
The strength of capitalist ideology and the strength of the labour movement 
should not be seen as polar opposites - rather they are related phenomenon, so that one is 
in ascension while the other is in decline. As Duffy and Pupo suggest, the labour 
movement is attempting to change in response to the expansion of neoliberal policies, but 
"these changes are uneven" (Ibid: 224). Few would disagree that the labour movement 
has, in recent decades, suffered to such an extent that today an explicitly Socialist stance 
among the rank and file would be almost unimaginable.9 While it may have been possible 
.. for ste r:' 1 workers I>.t the begiIl!"1ing ofthe 2 0tl1 centurj to fu:rmuiate · a specifically SoCialist . 
critique of their employers, most office workers in Canada at the beginning of the 21 st 
.:.entury, while not being much better off materially, can only offer vague notions that 
some of the treatment they have received at the hands oftheir bosses is unfair. 
Edwards (1979) attributes this in part to the codifying of worker resistance in 
union formation and collective bargaining. The formalization of the relationship between 
workers and management, Edwards argues, helped pave the way for the bureaucratic 
organization of work which characterized the post-World War II approach to labour 
where the intellectual left has most to contribute but intellectuals have largely moved on to identity politics 
and other "post-materialist" concerns. Thus, we have a double retreat from class analyses of both organized 
labour and the intellectual left, which puts the labour movement (and workers) in jeopardy. 
9 Where loyalty to the union remains, it often takes the form of nostalgia for the male camaraderie of 
labour's heyday and the days of the "living wage," and is probably not an accurate reflection of the actual 
struggles that real, material gains required. 
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relations. Bureaucratic control emerged in the wake of the discrediting of welfare 
capitalism and, according to Edwards, unions welcomed it as a way to enshrine workers' 
gains in the area of labour relations. Ultimately, however, the formalization of roles and 
relationships in the workplace alienated workers further from each other, and encouraged 
workers to "pursue their self-interests in a narrow way as individuals ... " (Edwards, 1979: 
145). 
By the 1980s, capitalist triumphalism coincided with the seeming stagnation of 
the traditional labour movement, destabilizing the average worker's ability to formulate a _. 
~ . ; ';" :: '. ~. ~ 
specifically anti-capitalist response to their negative job experiences. Shalla (2007) 
argues that the intellectual left has also been increasingiy Ulivvilling to maintain an 
explicitly Socialist stance in the neo-liberal era. She maintains that just at a time when 
workers face great uncertainty and those postwar relations which afforded some degree of 
stability are under attack, academic work on labour and the economy has become less and. 
, - ." . 
less critical, having yielded a great deal of space to managerial perspectives and neo-
liberal ideology (Ibid: 10). 
In his study of similar trends in the UK, Kirk (2010) finds that academic work on 
labour relations has "recently displayed worrying signs of a retreat into conservative 
inSUlarity" and that academics, wrapped up in the "competitive" and "introverted" 
institution have not been forging links with the labour left outside of the academy (163). 
This tendency has prevented the labour movement from broadening and expanding, at a 
tim€ when the growing service sector requires a vigorous labour movement to organize it. 
When combined with the recent trend in the academy to focus on culturalism and identity 
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politics, the result is a steady decline in the prominence of workers' rights discourses 
both in the academy and the public realm. Argues Kirk, 
[t ]he decline of socialism, the weakened position of the trade 
unions and the wider labour movement, the hegemony ofneo-liberalism, 
de-industrialization and the decline of the 'traditional' working class, the 
ascendancy of consumerist individualism and the rise of 'new' social 
movements concerned with gender, race, and the environment - all these 
factors cast, to varying degrees, a shadow upon the continued 'relevance' 
oflabour history ... (2010: 175). 
In the Canadian context, Livingstone and Sawchuk (2004) affirm that academics 
depicting working class culture have done so in "splendid isolation from "organized 
working-class practice" (47). They go on to explain how such depictions have "missed 
the creative agency and original "features of the class culture, or at best conveyed them in 
disembodied and fragmented ways" (Ibid). 
The result of these trends is a seeming inability on the part of post-materialist and 
post-modem ~cholarship to address the quotidian lives" of those who mu;;twork for a 
living in the neo-liberal era. While trade unions (and the broader labour movement) have 
usually had good intentions regarding working people's lives, the bureaucratization of 
unions has not ameliorated the conditions of working people beyond codifying steady pay 
raises. In addition, the transition from a manufacturing economy to a service-based one 
has by no means signalled the end of dangerous, exploitative working conditions; indeed, 
the period following the economic stagnation of the 1960s and 1970s has been marked 
with increasing economic insecurity for many working families. Further, neither 
prolonged periods of economic growth nor stagnation have seen "the issue of worker 
control [raised] to the level of a mass demand among American workers" (Edwards, 
1979: 153). 
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According to Shalla, labour in the neo-liberal era has a new vulnerability and the 
world of work has new complexities, which are under-researched (2007: 11). Indeed, the 
conditions of working people may even be a great deal worse after the economic collapse 
of the fall of2008. My research explores how my participants make sense of the new, 
complex working conditions they face in a changing economy marked by crisis, 
increasing inequality, and global unrest. Given these circumstances, it is instructive to 
learn what employees see as the solution to their troubles, whether a traditional trade 
union, some other form of collective action, or faith in the government legislation to 
protect them from the worst excesses of managerial control. 
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Methodological Considerations 
Looking for Labour in the New Economy 
In-depth interviewing is the appropriate method to answer my research questions 
because it enables me to provide those managers who occupy the lower levels of the 
management structure the opportunity to narrate their own experiences and to discuss 
their lives in their own words. Indeed, it would be almost impossible to get the level of 
detail needed to understand their motivations, assumptions, and beliefs by conducting 
. observations or distributing suP/eys. 
Nagy Hesse-Biber and Leavy (2006) explain that semi-structured interviews use a 
guiding set of questions which allow comparison between participants while ensuring the 
participants have some leeway in the discussion (126). The higher the degree of 
standardization, of course, the easier comparison is between responses. Semi-structured 
b T(;i/II!';;iilg is away to balaricc standardization with spontaneous input from · 
participants. When participants are encouraged to insert their own narrative into the 
conversation, responses that the interviewer could not have anticipated emerge, allowing 
for new perspectives and issues to be included in the research. The research can 
sometimes take unexpected detours, but generally is strengthened by this approach 
because it does not rely on the assumptions and suppositions of the researcher. Rather, 
the interview is a dialogue, a shared project of building knowledge, and a chance for the 
researcher to be redirected should her or his original assumptions prove to be misguided. 
Nagy Hesse-Biber and Leavy indicate that this approach can frequently yield rich and 
innovative results because "[i]nterviewees often have information or knowledge that may 
not have been thought of in advance by the researcher" (2006: 126). Interviewers who 
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encourage free input from their respondents are moving their research beyond the 
limitations of their own experience and opening it up to the unexpected. To conduct 
qualitative, semi-structured interviews is to consider the research participants as the 
experts of their own lives. The researcher is present to share in the process of producing 
knowledge and to work in tandem with the participant to construct meaning (Ibid: 128). 
This is why I refer to my interviewees as participants rather than respondents. 
The researcher who uses semi-structured interviewing assumes that it is possible 
to construcq he meaning of participants' experiences from their responses to interview 
questions. Qualitative research contains within it an assumption that individuals' 
knowledge of the social world can be communicated verbally with some degree of 
reliability (Ibid: 119). Rick Fantasia (1995) argues that to attempt to measure aspects of 
class consciousness (such as the ability to resist corporate ideology) through interviews is 
" ~.mrossib1.c b~c(msc class consciousness dnes not exist apart from itsbeingenadt.1dby 
embodied individuals. Fantasia describes two studies which are illustrative of his theory. 
One, which appeared in Labour/Le Travail in 1994, conducted by T. Langford, measureci ' . 
class consciousness before and after a postal strike and found much more sympathy for 
collective action after the strike, but which was "sustained by only a minority of workers 
once the collective action had subsided" (Ibid: 272). Another is Marx's own survey 
project which Fantasia argues was not intended to measure class consciousness as much 
as "a way to inspire class action" (Ibid: 273). According to Fantasia, Marx maintained 
that the working class could not be considered a unified group in opposition to capital -
where there was no evidence of conscious activities against capital. In other words, class 
consciousness could not be measured as an attitude but could only be considered to exist 
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where it was in evidence as a conscious social and political movement. Fantasia (1995) 
suggests that, in conducting survey research and interviews to measure class 
consciousness, mainstream sociology has "tended to abstract ideational and attitudinal 
responses from the realm of lived, practical experience" (274).1 
I have considerable respect for Fantasia's perspective. In particular, I agree that 
interviews have a tendency to individualize what is necessarily a collective phenomenon. 
Recognizing these limitations, however, need not force us to abandon interviewing as a 
tool for examining class awareness. I contend that interviewing can still be a valid way to 
explore class consciousness because preceding any kind of collective action (the type of 
which Fantasia argues constitutes the only evidence of class consciousness) must come 
some realization of the need for collective action - in other words, some ideation of 
exploitation, unfair working conditions, and so on. These are the ideas that qualitative 
int~rvjews can l.m~arth .. If, .§s researcher::, we sense thatthereb littk l11lpemS tor 
collective action among our sample, we may wish to conduct interviews to understand 
why. Similarly; if workers appear to align themselves with upper management and absorb 
the ideology of upper management, interviews can help us to understand why, in 
workers' own words. 
Aspects of class consciousness cannot be understood apart from their historical 
context. Borrowing from Marshall (1983), Fantasia argues that survey research is 
inappropriate for this kind of study because "attitudes and ideation are artificially 
decontextualized because they are abstracted from the class practices and social relations 
1 I will briefly note here that Erik Olin Wright considers this definition of class struggle too narrow. He 
labels such definitions as "objectives definitions" and argues that they "have the danger of reducing class 
struggles to the relatively rare historical instances in which highly class conscious actors engage in 
struggle" (1985: 33). For his own purposes, Wright prefers to consider anything as class struggle that is 
undertaken by people of a class against those of another class (Ibid). 
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that give them meaning" (1995: 271). I argue that combining workers' own analysis with 
an understanding of certain historical developments is a powerful way of examining this 
phenomenon. Qualitative interviewing need not provide a decontextualized analysis of 
class consciousness. When workers' responses are situated within their historical context 
and understood as properly social responses, we can reach an understanding not only of 
what workers are doing but why. My research is informed by consideration of aspects of 
the unique historical context in which the call centre from which I drew my research 
participants is situated, such as: the sale of the company to a muitl,;.national corporation, 
the historical de industrialization of the geographic area, the economic crisis of 2008, and, 
more broadly, the decline of the labour movement. Not all of these aspects emerged as 
significant for my research participants, however. 
Therefore, the purpose of my research is not to measure "class consciousness" but 
. Ibarro"}! from thc c.onceptDf cla:ssconscibushessc~rtaill guiding principies that inform 
my line of questioning. That is, my theoretically interesting questions are informed by the 
concept of class consciousness and, more specifically, four particular aspects of it: an . 
ideological divide between workers and upper management, pressure to conform to 
management ideology which flows downward from management to worker, attribution of 
problems at work to structural conditions, and a willingness to view collective action as 
both desirable and viable. My assumption is that there is an ideological divide between 
upper management and workers. My research examines the degree to which lower level 
managers align themselves ideologically with upper management rather than on-phone 
staff. Given their objective position within the labour force, lower level managers may 
have particular insights into these specific aspects of class consciousness. 
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Vallas (1987a, 1987b) uses survey research to understand how class 
consciousness among white collar workers differs from that found among blue collar 
workers. His method is to critically examine how specific objective factors of the labour 
process impact worker attitudes he classifies as being more or less "class conscious." He 
finds that "increases in managerial control actually seem to reduce the proportion of 
workers who identify with the working class" (1987b: 534). He defines class 
consciousness with some precision and operationalizes the term according to a 
standardized set of attitudes which he can theLl measure. Ifwe agree with Fantasia (1995) 
that class consciousness exists only at the moment of class action, Vallas can never find 
"class conscious" office workers.2 But what he does accomplish is to delve into which 
objective conditions are more likely to give rise to attitudes among white collar workers 
in favour of collective action. This outcome is important enough to eliminate any thought 
workers as Fantasia (and perhaps Marx himself) would define them. Presumably, a 
tendency to view collective action as viable and desirable must n recede tIle kinds of class 
~ - -.. •. .: . ..L 
consciousness about which Fantasia writes. 
Specifically relevant to my research, Vallas (l987a) finds that managerial 
. treatment of workers is · one of the best predictors of attitudes favouring collective action. 
Further, he concludes that "workers' conceptions of dignity, fair treatment, and other 
normative constructs very likely provide yardsticks that are critical in workers' 
evaluation of managerial behaviour .... The strength of this perspective lies in its emphasis 
upon matters that too often go neglected: the normative expectations workers bring with 
them into the workplace" (Ibid: 253). If Vallas is correct that workers construct standards 
2 See also footnote 1 in this chapter. 
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of fair treatment against which they measure managerial behaviour, then a healthy labour 
movement that provides them with a vociferous discourse of workers' rights becomes all 
the more critical. 
I have borrowed somewhat from Vallas's method and used some attitudinal 
indicators commonly associated with class consciousness to examine whether (and in 
what ways) call centre workers are able to resist corporate ideology. The questions I 
asked my respondents were designed to "get at" some commonly accepted indicators of 
class consciousness: w4~t . are the avenues for suggesting change if you are ever 
experiencing a problem at work? Can you tell me about a time when you experienced 
friction with your supervisor at work? In your experience what are the advantages of 
being promoted? Is it hard to maintain relationships with people you knew on the phones 
before you were promoted? On the whole, would the company be improved or not if 
~mployees. had v,:'tGn~.corrtroJ o.verctheir JQbs? 
The first two of these questions encourage participants to think about the quality 
of their job -whether or not they find the work fulfilling and the social atmosphere of the 
workplace comfortable. My assumption is that workers who articulate a critique of what 
is likely to be an unsupportive and competitive work environment may be considered to 
be more in favour of collective action. Importantly, the semi-structured nature of my 
interviews encourages participants to expand on the objective conditions of the 
workplace and to include their own analysis of the causes and results of these conditions. 
As I describe in Chapter Four, it was common for participants to report negative job 
experiences, but include an analysis of these experiences that depict them as inevitable, 
unimportant, or even necessary to the functioning of the organization. The nexus of a 
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negative assessment of the work conditions without an accompanying assessment of class 
exploitation perhaps represents an example of an individual who would be less in favour 
of collective action. 
The second set of questions asks participants to think about their role as middle 
managers in the organization and their subsequent relationship to those workers who 
remain on the phones, whom they may be directly or indirectly responsible for 
supervising. In my analysis, I consider participants who characterize on-phone staff 
neg;~Uvely to identify themselves with upper management and to exhibit low levels of 
class solidarity, an important aspect of class consciousness. 
Similarly, the final question is intended to elicit participants' thoughts about the 
value of upper management. Customarily, workers who consider themselves capable of 
making their own decisions, thereby rendering an extensive management struc1:ure 
.. nnnecess::!xy" would be considered to be in favour of collective action. InterestillgI:l, 
although I intended for participants to refer to themselves when answering the question, 
many of them took the opportunity to cast doubt on the ability of on-phone staff to "get 
along" without management. Therefore, after .six interviews I began adding the question, 
"Would you like to have more control over your work?" to contrast their vision of their 
own ability to be autonomous with that of on-phone staff. 
The goal of my research is not to measure class consciousness. Rather, I combine 
analyses of participant responses with an understanding of the historical context to 
understand its impact on workers' framing of the issues they face at work. 
I am aware of the difficulty of "getting at" worker attitudes towards class 
exploitation. Indeed, given the paucity of class analysis in popular culture I expected that 
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my interview would require participants to think about their working life in ways they 
never had before. Further, it is impossible to take a sampling of a person's responses to 
specific questions and use it to draw definitive conclusions. As Fantasia (1995) contends, 
"the intersubjective nature of meaning-construction in a class (or indeed any group) 
consciousness cannot easily be apprehended" (271). Rather than implementing a formal 
model for measuring class consciousness, I am interested in understanding how 
employees balance and negotiate conflicting discourses and interpretations and to what 
they attribute their negative job experiences if not to class exploitation. 
Marxist researchers maintain that it is not people's individual failings · that are the 
cause of the problems they face on the job; rather, conflict in the workplace is caused by 
the constraints and exploitation workers experience at the hands of the owners of the 
means of production. It is the researcher's job to "[unmask] the unjust conditions in the 
w0rJd. thus allowing the dmwtrodden.tn see the sources of their ills" (Brynl;:n and , 
Teevan, 2005:-10). Marxist research should "empower the weak" by "smashing myths 
and uncovering contradictions" (Ibid). This is indeed a tall order, as research participants 
can (understandably) be resistant to the process, given that it often requires thinking 
about the world in unfamiliar ways. I relied on respectful an_d cautious follow-up 
questions to explore the seeming contradictions which were sometimes unearthed by 
participant responses and, in general, my participants were willing to explore alternative 
perspectives in the course of the interview.3 
While I admit the difficulties inherent in conducting interviews to "get at" 
people's attitudes or opinions, I aver that this method is appropriate for what I want to 
3 It is unfortunate that the timeline for this particular research did not lend itself to longitudinal 
interviewing, which would, I believe, have yielded significant results. 
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accomplish because, in however limited away, workers' responses to questions about the 
quality of their jobs, the meaning of these jobs for their lives, and their perception of the 
value of collective action, may capture a rich understanding of how workers negotiate the 
occasionally volatile social atmosphere at work and what they perceive to be the most 
effective solution to their problems. 
Even though I knew I would probably end up asking participants to think about 
their working life in unfamiliar ways, I avoided choosing participants who might be more 
likely to provide a class analysis (purposive sampling). I \\ianted a sample reflective of 
the general make-up of the Canadian workforce - a variety of political affiliations, ethnic 
backgrounds, education and employment experience, and respondents of both genders. 
The sensitive nature of my line of questioning provided me with a few challenges in 
accessing my research participants, not the least of which was that the Brock University 
Resea!'ch EthicsB Gard con:sidered it ullsuitabk,toime' to' directly recruit responderits 
- myself. Concerns that participating in research on unionism in call centres would put my 
participants at risk meant that I had to rely on a contact within the orga.f1ization to help 
me recruit participants, thereby protecting respondents' privacy. I specified to my contact 
that all employees who were or had been lower level managers at this call centre were 
welcome to participate. I tried to maintain equal numbers of male and female participants 
and in the end I interviewed three men and five women. Four of the participants have 
since left the company, two had been moved back on to the phones prior to the interview, 
and one had never actually worked on the phones. Her case provides an interesting point 
of comparison. This particular woman has a higher degree of formal education, she was 
hired directly as a low level manager (as opposed to my other participants, who were 
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promoted from on-phone positions), and because she transferred from a branch in another 
country, where call centre work is more often viewed as a "good" job, making her 
experiences markedly different than my other participants. 
Relying on a contact within the organization was time-consuming. I could not 
myself take the initiative to invite participants and had to wait on the willingness and 
ability of my contact to do so. Prospective participants were often slow to contact me, 
juggling, as many of them are, busy work lives and family responsibilities. I had to 
review the ethical considerations ofJIW research and the protocol for recruiting 
employees several times with my contact to ensure that my research met with the 
requirements of the Brock University Social Science Research Ethics Board (SREB). In 
particular, participating in an interview in which practices of supervisors and executives 
might be discussed was considered by the SREB to be risky for the workers at this call 
,centre (see App~,!)di~.J,) " , . !". ", .• ' . .- ...... ' ~ • 
Profile of the Research Participants 
'.' .~\ ,- :; 
To complete my research, I conducted eight semi-structured, in-depth interviews , 
with employees of one call centre in the Niagara Region. While call centres have been 
widely researched since tp.eir proliferation in the late 19908, a great deal of this research 
is quantitative or focuses only on ameliorating working conditions, rather than providing 
a radical critique. My research contributes rich descriptions of call centre work from 
those people who actually perform the work. Kirby and McKenna (2004) state that "[i]t 
has been our experience that people on the margins often know something is wrong, but 
their concerns are interpreted as a personal problem or failing rather than as a public 
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issue" (73). Critical research assumes that the researched possess valid knowledge about 
their own lives and should participate as equal partners in the research process. 
All research participants had been employed at the call centre for at least six 
months and had occupied a variety of positions within the organization. All but one of my 
research participants has worked on the phones at one time and been promoted to an off-
phone position (although, two of those seven have since been moved back to the phones). 
Four of my research participants - all females - have since left the company. The call 
centre has beenin,operation for approximately 12 years, and in 2007, during my time in 
the field, it was sold to a multi-national corporation based in Spain which changed the 
structure and work processes of the office I researched. Since my research spanned the 
economic crisis of the fall of 2008, I took the opportunity to ask some of my participants 
about the impact they thought the recession was having on their jobs and the company as 
All of my participants were in their 30s and 40s - no participant was as old as 50. 
; >.l1 except one were bom in Canada. My contact did not ru;k anyone at the call centre to 
participate who did not eventually agree to do so, making the refusal rate zero. In fact, 
only one man was at all hesitant to participate, but when he was assured that his 
responses would remain confidential, he spoke to me quite willingly. Interviews ranged 
in length from one hour to just over two hours and were all conducted in person (not over 
the phone or bye-mail). As laid out in my Ethics Proposal (see appendix A), each 
participant and I worked out a mutually convenient time and location for the interview: 
Sometimes this was in my home or university office; sometimes it was in a public place 
such as a local coffee shop or public library. 
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The research took place in a previously industrial community with a 
comparatively large pool of labour. This is by no means accidental as call centres have 
been known to choose their location based on the availability of labour and a local 
government keen to attract businesses to the area (McFarland, 2002). Exacerbating the 
economic setbacks in southern Ontario is the lack of public sector work for people to rely 
on as a companion tO,or replacement for, jobs in industry or manufacturing. Throughout 
the first decades of the 21 st century, industrial communities have been particularly 
vulnerable to economic instability and mass lay-offs. Corporations' overinvestment in ~, 
technology and dedication to the rationalization of the labour process have resulted in a 
consistent ""slimming down'~ of employment numbers as, over time, fewer and fewer 
people are required to sustain output levels. As C. Wright Mills tells us, "[t]his industrial 
revolution seems to be permanent, seems to go on through war and boom and slump; thus 
'1;1. decline in production results in a more th1-n proportional decline in emp~.oyment~ am}, 
an increase in production results in a less than proportional increase in employment'" 
(1966: 95). 
My participants reflect the diversity among white collar workers in Canada. They 
come from a variety of ethnic and class backgrounds and domestic circumstances. Some 
have no post-secondary education, others hold bachelor's degrees. Most are raising 
children with a partner and talked about the challenges of balancing work and family life. 
One woman explained to me the particular challenges she faces as a single mother and 
the minimal help she expects from her new partner. They are, like many Canadians, 
painfully aware of the lack of prestige associated with the work they do and spoke of the 
search for meaning in their lives when they cannot find it in their jobs. For this reason, 
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their stories will be compelling for working Canadians and for sociologists interested in 
understanding the experiences of working class people in white-collar jobs. Due to my 
small, non-representative sample size, however, my fmdings cannot be generalized. 
Qualitative interviews yield two kinds of data: direct knowledge of respondents' 
lived experience but also "more generally their perceptions about their broader social 
world" (Nagy Hesse-Biber and Leavy, 2006: 123). My research relies on participants' 
accounts of their work experiences. Such research can only proceed on the assumption 
that what respondents perceive about their social world, rightly or wrotlgly, is important 
for us to discover. Interviews are a way for us to access knowledge that is different from 
" 
accepted, canonical knowledge - it is the hidden knowledge of the quotidian world, of 
subjugated peoples, of controversial ideas rather than the accepted ideology (Ibid). As 
Nagy Hesse-Biber and Leavy contend, "[t]hose who have been marginalized in a 
"or.i~ty , . . may have pjdden experiences and knowledge , that have been exd uded from ot!:' 
understanding of social reality" (2006: 123). Semi-structured interviews allow 
researchers to access that hidden world because they allow the participants to shape the 
interview according to their own knowledge, as the experts of their own lives. 
Additionally, however, what my respondents do not see (the relevance of unions 
for office workers, the ability of workers to manage themselves, and so on) can speak 
volumes about the success of the labour movement in a changing economy. Hence, I 
chose to conduct semi-structured interviews for their ability to reveal knowledge even as 
it is being created through the cOllversing of the interviewer and the participant. Despite 
the difficulties I knew I would face in asking participants to speak on subjects they may 
have previously thought little about, it seemed that this was the method most likely to 
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yield the stories of people who are often silenced, including those aspects of the story 
previously invisible even to them. 
Ultimately, participants seemed keen to share their experiences with me, and the 
interviews yielded fruitful discussions about the nature of work in the call centre, about 
low level managers' relationships to on-phone staff, and about participants' hopes for the 
future. The interviews revealed that my participants are capable of articulating complete 
and critical analyses of their work lives; their insights were deep, rich, and reflective (in 
most cases) of their longevity in the call centre. Irfthe subsequent chapter, I examine their 
responses to my semi-structured interview guide in terms of understanding the degree to 
which low level managers align themselves with executives, understanding the specific 
and unique working conditions of low level managers, and discovering how low level 
managers in the call centre make sense of the problems they face in the workplace. 
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Management Material 
Situating Lower Level Managers in the Call Centre and the Labour 
Movement 
My research is informed by Marx's theory that the increasing division oflabour 
accompanying capital's advancement would produce " ... 'a special kind of wage 
labourer' whose exclusive function was the supervision of other workers" (Livingstone 
and Mangan, 1996: 20). Using Marx's original construction of the class structure in 
capitalism, lower level mana~~Es do not own the means of production, but their role in 
the organization is frequently to be the purveyors of the ideology of the capitalist class. 
Their position as supervisors of other workers means that their daily tasks often require 
them to be enforcers ofthis ideology. They maintain the policies that legitimise and 
entrench management power. 
My research suggest~, that lowerlevel maflagers' objective pesitiot'! 'vithi.n tn;,: ; 
organization, part-way between workers and owners, is highly constraining. There is little 
room for them to use their own judgment and even less room for them to make 
improvements to phone agents' working lives if they chose to do so. In short, where they 
may have taken an anti-management stance as phone agents, once promoted this is 
difficult to implement, even in situations where they feel they are on the receiving end of 
some "bad" managing themselves. As managers, they primarily align themselves with 
capital, with the executive class, and are prone to identify interpersonal relationships as 
thl':, source of their dissatisfaction at work, rather than the structural conflict inherent in 
the capitalist workplace. Those who have occupied a position in the lower levels of 
management the longest seem least likely to be in favour of unionizing privately-owned 
call centres. They construct unions as unnecessary for themselves (due to government 
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legislation enshrining the rights of workers) and undesirable for the phone agents (who 
are sometimes depicted as unwilling to work even without the protection of a union). 
However, when juxtaposed with stories of overwork, inadequate training, and flimsy 
promotional structures, the realities of life in the call centre emerge as problematic in a 
way that perhaps some form of collective action could address. 
I have divided my analysis of the research data into three parts: 1) an analysis of 
call centre work in general and within this the specific working conditions of lower level 
managers ~,n the call centre as described by lower level managers themselves, 2) an 
analysis of whether or not my research participants rely on a "workers' rights" discourse 
r . , 
when assessing their work life. To accomplish this, I examine my participants' perception 
. . 
of the relevance of some form of collective action for their industry. And finally, 3) I 
illustrate the ways in which my research participants are inclined to identify interpersonal 
problem.:> as tht: source of the problems they; face afwofk, 'nitheiihan the very real 
structural conflicts they face. 
~abour Process and Policy in the Call Centre 
Work in the call centre is highly bureaucratic and stratified and the on-phone 
work is also highly automated and scripted. On-phone employees are provided scripts to 
enable them to control and standardize their interactions with those on the other end of 
the phone - either people who have called in seeking information, wanting to buy a 
product or requesting a service, or people who have been called by the aut<;>mated dialer 
(Pupo and Noack, 2010). In the latter case, the automated dialer selects a number to call 
from a list of previously inputted numbers, and then routes the call to an available agent 
(Pandy and Rogerson, 2012). The scripts given to on-phone employees may leave some 
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room for adaptation to better suit the employee's personality or preferences but in some 
cases, workers are required to completely adhere to the script, and calls are monitored to 
ensure this practice (Pupo and Noack, 2010). 
Phone agents are typically divided into two work groups: those that take incoming 
calls, and those that make outgoing calls (although the term "make the calls" is 
misleading here, since employees have no choice over who to call, when, or for what 
purpose) (Pandy and Rogerson, 2012). In both cases, employees log on to their computer, 
which tracks the time they log in and out (including time spent on breaks) and the'time 
they spend on each call and in between calls doing follow-up work. They don a headset, 
dial in to a "queue" and the computer (on the command of one type of low level 
manager) routes calls to the worker's headset. In many cases workers on "incoming" 
queues have access to a caller's account, enabling them to answer the caller's question, 
: ... , ," ' ,1 
rePl'Jtely fi;~-the callcr" sceHphoneor computer, order a product, make changes to the 
caller's billing information, and so on. After the call is completed, the employee has a 
f~w minutes to complete any necessary work{su~h3£; updating records) before having to 
''jump back into the queue" and become available for more calls. Workers on a busy 
queue may spend all day taking back-to-back calls. The fast pace of the work is 
frequently combined with a great deal of emotional labour, and it is therefore perhaps not 
surprising that more women than men tend to be employed in these jobs, as they are often 
viewed as being skilled in this form oflabour (Pupo and Noack, 2010). 
In the call centre from which I drew my research participants, the physical 
environment reflects the symbolic division of labour between on-phone (or "production") 
work and management or back-office type work. The production floor, as it is called, is 
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where on-phone employees sit in pods arranged in groups of about five. Each pod has a 
desk with a computer terminal, a phone, and a headset. There may be a supervisors' desk 
and supervisors may walk the floor answering questions and monitoring behaviour, but 
supervisors can also contact employees through e-mail. On the other side of the building 
is the lunchroom, training rooms, rooms that house equipment for monitoring phone 
calls, and management pods and offices. 
Managers at the lower end of the spectrum can be engaged in training on-phone 
workers, training other managers, human resources, and attra~ting new clients to the call 
centre. Most call centres are not "in-house," although some businesses are big enough to 
have their own call centre. Usually, call centre work is outsourced, meaning that 
companies will hire a call centre to run a particular queue, whether it is tele-sales, 
providing travel information and selling travel insurance, technical support, collections 
work. or any number ~f other services (Pandyand R9gersofi: 2Q12; Huws,?009). In 
Canada and England, where there has been expansive restructuring of public services to 
ma..1.ce thf;m more accessible to people in the ginfonnation age," the government uses call 
centres to help with election campaigns, to provide services for student loan borrowers, to 
assist people applying for citizenship, and a whole host of other services once accessed 
by going to an office building and speaking one-on-one to a clerical person (Pupo and 
Noack, 2010; Huws, 2009). Some low level managers within the call centre may be 
responsible for acquiring these contracts, and also for maintaining them, ensuring that the 
clients' needs are being met by the on-phone staff. 
Training of on-phone employees is done primarily at the time of hiring, but often 
continues throughout their tenure with the call centre. Employees who have "bad calls" 
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(whether this means they failed to make a sale, could not make a customer happy, or 
repeatedly veered away from the script) will frequently be "coached" by their supervisors 
on better call practices until they show signs of improvement. This usually means that a 
supervisor will take an agent aside and review some of the requirements for customer 
interactions. The agent will customarily sign a document indicating that they have been 
"coached" to improve their performance. Some lower level managers may have the 
power to recommend that a particular agent be fired based on information from these 
coaching sessions and an agent's perforrliiIrice record. 
In some cases, even lower level managers might have to travel all over the world 
to complete their tasks (Pandy and Rogerson, 2012). Clients may have their home base in 
the United States or Europe, new call centres might open, requiring special teams of 
managers to supervise "setting up shop" until local employees are capable of operating 
on their bWll. HUlli.aIl KesouIces "mamigers might have to meet with local HR teams as far 
away as Asia to ensure procedures are being followed correctly. As Taylor and Bain 
(7008) argue, there are myriad fact~rs taken into account when locations are chosen as 
sites for new call centres and acce8S to cheap labour is but one of these considerations 
(139). The existence of sufficient infrastructure, local incentives in th~ form of tax 
breaks, and "English language facility" are all taken into account in choosing the new 
location. At all times there is interplay between the locally situated centre, and its global 
reach. Those who take the calls often know where their customers are located, but 
customers may not realize they are reaching a different country, or continent, entirely. 
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The Experience of Managing Others 
The objective position of lower level managers is an inherently conflicted one. This is 
especially true for those who have been promoted through the ranks. Their position as a 
supervisor or manager of on-phone agents may require them to monitor, penalize, and 
pressure those workers with whom they may have had close contact when on the phones 
- people that they once identified as their equals in the workplace and with whom they 
may have socialized outside of work. In short, they may be required to treat on-phone 
agents in exactly the-ways they complain of being treated by their superiors. As they are 
exploited, so they inturn must exploit on-phone agents, or risk being fired. One woman 
admitted, 
Yeah, I felt pressured to push them [phone agents] harder, to get more volume, to 
throw more calls at them ... It was a lot because we were constantly trying to get 
more volume, get more volume. , . and then, you know, they'd bum out and they'd 
get upset. So if we didn't have enough calls the directors were pissed and . . .ifwe 
liautoo many the agents were pissed. So you couldn;t really find a happy-medium. 
[Jan~]l 
This woman's job requires that she act counter to what she may otherwise have done and 
her unease is clearly evident. Caught between the demands of her superiors (the directors) 
and the phone agents, she is forced to engage in behaviour with which she is 
uncomfortable. Being unable to resist the demands of her superiours, she continues to 
route the heavy call volume to the agents' headsets, despite knowing that "[i]t's really 
stressful for them .. .It's too much for them" (Jane). 
This conflict was central to almost all of my ~esearch participants' work lives, and 
resulted in inconsistent and contradictory positions regarding phone agents. All of my 
participants sympathised with the phone agents on the basis of their heavy workload and 
1 Names and some biographical details have been changed. 
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yet, at the same time, could also claim that agents were in this unenviable position 
because of their lack of work ethic, formal education, or some other personal condition 
that rendered them unfit for other work. One man, des<;:ribed his role in the company by 
saying, "I provide a shoulder for [phone agents] to cry on" and claimed that agents "don't 
give themselves the respect that they deserve for the performance that they do" but then 
complained of having to deal with agents' "negativity" and "entitlement issues" and 
argued that being on the phones is "not a hard job" (Mike). These rapidly shifting, 
::ontradictory, attitudes are suggestive of the conflicting demands placed on middle 
managers, and their uneasiness about supervising phone agents. While they might feel 
sympathetically towards the phone agents, the demands of their job frequently do not 
allow them to act in a sympathetic manner. 
At least one of Mike's colleagues would seem to disagree with him on this last 
) olnt. V{heil ~keJ whkh group of wOl:kers was most likely to get the blame it something 
goes wrong in the workplace, Sally immediately stated; "[i]n the end, the agents on the 
~ ,' : . ~ . . 
il<?or. I think regardless of what the situation is it somehow gets pushed back-to them." 
This woman even indicated that some managers may intentionally blame agents for 
problems in order to save their ownjobs, saying, " ... nobody wants to take responsibility 
because then it's their job on the line, right? And .. .! think that happens a lot!" 
Importantly, however, this woman had recently moved back onto the phones from a 
middle manager position, potentially allowing her to feel freer in her critique of 
management. 
Another man in a similar situation, having been switched back to the phones as a 
result of his lower level management position being phased out, maintained that one's 
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perception of the company changes "completely" depending on whether you are on the 
phones or not (Rob). He also indicated that once a person is promoted to a management 
position, she or he is less likely to carryon friendships with on-phone staff. He explained, 
" ... you're gonna start gravitating slowly towards the off-phone staff. Soon's you do that 
then you're kinda isolated further and further from the [phone agents]" (Rob). 
Significantly, of all of my research participants, these two who had recently moved back 
onto the phone had the most positive assessment of phone agents and were the most 
supportive of them. This suggests that the objective position ofmiddlernanagers in a call 
centre makes it difficult for them to identify with on-phone staff. In fact, their job 
requires them to actively coerce and constrain them. But for those lower level managers 
who have been promoted through the ranks, their newly antagonistic position towards 
phone staff is an uncomfortable one, as evidenced by the guilt and unease that they 
,expressed and their rapidly shift;ing attitude5:toward agents. /"s Ivlm~ (1966) tt";Us-us;-
upper management expects that managers who occupy the lower echelons will act in 
accordance with the interests of the organization, even if this means supporting unpopular 
policies. Upper management actively solicits the loyalty of lower level managers by 
suggesting that there should be no divide between management ranks - that is, by 
eliciting allegiance to the managment group itself (1966: 121). 
If being promoted to management level contributes to call centre workers being 
less supportive of on-phone staff, it seems reasonable to expect that the longer workers 
remain atthe management level, the harder they find it to identify with on-phone staff. 
Indeed, of all of my research participants, the woman who had worked in the call centre 
the longest had the most consistently negative evaluation of on-phone staff. At the time 
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of the interview, Julie had worked at the call centre for more than ten years, and was 
promoted to a management position very early on. Julie explained that after several years 
spent training phone agents, she was ready to move to another department within the call 
centre because training had become "like babysitting." She suggested that over the years 
"the quality of the agents" had deteriorated and that in the past "people had more work 
ethics [sic] and were more willing to do the work." In particular, Julie complained about 
. phone agents who missed days of training, despite admitting, "I miss days because my 
kids are sick and because I get sick." In the abse.ns~ of concrete evidence that on-phone 
staff have become less capable or skilled (none of my other research participants 
suggested this), it would seem that, instead, Julie's assessment of them has harshened 
over the years, perhaps reflecting her perception that aligning herself with capital is 
necessary for retaining her job and earning further promotion. 
My: conclu~i(ll! that lQw~rJ~vl,':l mr.Pll.g~:rS Jlr~ in9lin~d to align themselves with . 
capital is evidenced, in part, by Julie's willingness to attribute negative motives more 
often to phone agents than to managers. For example, when discussing the phenomenon . .. 
of workers moving between call centres to find employment, I suggested that both 
r.nanagers and phone agents engage in this behaviour. She replied, "[i]t does happen on 
the management level as well but I find that ... for a lot of the agents .. .it's really when 
you're close to being terminated or if you're just not really dedicated anymore you may 
go to another one ... While, a lot of the managers I know who have gone to other call 
centres [it] was for ... better opportunities" (Julie). While; in fact, the managers and the 
phone agents are outwardly engaging in the same behaviour (looking for better work), my 
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research participant associates the behaviour with disloyalty on the part of the phone 
agents only. 
Julie was also among those most vocal about the exploitation of lower level 
managers in the call centre and noted several times that managers are sometimes 
expected to put in extra hours without receiving additional pay and even went so far as to 
say that unpaid overtime is "the basic expectation." Julie explained that the call centre 
can count on managers to work extra hours because "there are people that are willing to 
jump 8,t the opportunities,.0o ... you won't do it then someone else will. Nobody's 
irreplaceable ... often not a lot of value's put on the individual." 
These comments resonate with Robin Leidner's work, which highlights workers' 
abilities to understand the shifting realities of work in the new economy (2006). One 
study that focused on workplaces that have implemented what we might call worker 
well as heightened risk. Their willingness to al:cept new demands on them at work and to 
commit to ihekind ofpers()ual transformati()n they ate t()ld is necessary to succeed in the 
new economy varies but is generally high, sometimes reflecting desperation, sometimes 
reflecting manipulation by employers, but sometimes sustained by experiences of 
enhanced personal efficacy" (2006: 453). 
However, Julie's assessment of phone agents' complaints is markedly different. 
She explained to me that she plays on a women's baseball team with some women who 
are ph()ne agents at various chllcentres and rather than viewing this as an opportunity for ' 
solidarity, she concludes instead that "[t]here's already a divide" between her, as a 
manager, and them, as phone agents. She describes their conversations by saying, 
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" . anytime they talk about work is complaining about it, you know, the customer's 
or this supervisor's a jerk and this one's alright but this other one is horrible and 
I'm always sitting back and thinking: I'm on the other side and it's interesting to 
hear both sides ... There's already a divide between the two, so. 1 mean, people do 
talk to one another! But it's still the people in the back [this is a common phrase for 
managers, since most managers sit in separate section of the building] ... nobody 
knows who they are. (Julie). 
But the truly conflicted and ambiguous nature of the position in which she finds herself is 
only revealed later when 1 ask ifhet relative invisibility to the phone agents' makes them 
feel as though she has a lot of control and they have no control. She replied, "[o]h 
~:lCact1y! And in a lot of ways? That's true." This respondent is acutely aware of her 
position as someone who sits "in the back" of the call centre, where managers have their 
offices and stations, at a remove from the phone agents whose work actually generates 
revenue for the company. Her work shapes and informs how phone agents are treated at 
work, but she is a faceless member of the management team to them. She asserts that 
. ntaDl'!.gers. and age.!lts ' ~d0 talk ·to .on.e allothel:!'but is aHo' aware of hdW h~r' promotIon to .. 
the back office has changed how she reacts to phone agents, preventing her from fully 
supporting their complaints about their "horrible" managers. 
On the other hand, lower level managers have plenty of reasons to complain about 
their treatment at the hands of their own supervisors, which might suggest that they have 
ample grounds for cooperation with phone agents. Several of them, including Julie, 
identified the long hours and inadequate pay as reasons for feeling stressed at work. One 
woman stated that during one particularly busy period she was "close" to looking for 
another-job (Sarah). She explained, "1 was like, it's time to get rriy resume out, dust it off, 
update it with all of my management experience that 1 have now and start puttin' my 
resume out." Here again, rather than identify with phone agents, who also frequently 
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report feeling overworked and stressed (see Holman, Chissick, and Totterdell, 2002; 
McFarland, 2002; and Mirchandani, 2004), managers frequently blame phone agents for 
the problems they face at work by suggesting that they have a poor work ethic. For 
example, when asked if the company would be improved if employees had more control 
over their jobs, Sarah stated, "I think if you gave the agents more control than they had 
they would take advantage of it." Similarly, Mike commented, "I think they would 
effectively manage themselves out of a job." Instead of searching for solidarity with 
" . 
phone agents, they focus their efforts on getting further promotions to someday be in a 
position to have more control and, as Sarah stated, "be in the loop." Stanley Barrett, in his 
study of the attitudes of workers in rural Ontario in the 1990s, describes finding similarly 
conservative tendencies, saying, "[t]heir dream was not to abolish the elite, it was to push 
aside existing members and occupy it themselves ... " (cited in Winson, 1997: 446). In 
0iher '.votds, workersdotrofalwaysreact to inequaiity bycaliing for it to be abolished; 
' . , . -'j: ' 
but with a desire to join those who are privileged by inequality. 
Significantly, lower level managers frequently de net com.e from privileged 
backgrounds and many do not have a great deal of formal education. They may have 
limited employment opportunities beyond the call centre. In these respects, they resemble 
phone agents but their objective position within the call centre encourages them to look 
down on phone agents and try to align themselves with executives, who are much more 
highly paid and furnished with business or graduate degrees. As Julie agreed, middle 
managers probably wield more power within the organization and could use it to help 
phone agents, but their ideological alignment with executives too often leads them to 
criticize and look down on phone staff instead. In part, Edwards has predicted this when 
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he writes: "[t]he rise of the large administrative staff, with its middle position between 
employers and manual workers, has further fractured the common class basis" (163). 
Lower level managers are not unconscious of their position in the company as 
relatively low-paid managers with relatively little clout. One woman described feeling 
disappointed when she realized her promotion to manager did not give her as much 
influence and authority as she expected. She explained her realization that she had not yet 
made it into "the club" by saying, 
I wanna say there's, like, an invisible line when it comes to directors to managers. I 
think the directors know a whole lot about what's going on about new businesses 
coming in and they're not sharing .. .I think that if! were to change anything about 
the style or the structure is to open the communication se the people who are 
running your businesses know what the direction is ... And I don't know if it's that 
they're too busy, they can't? Or they've been told not to. I don't know what it is but 
it's definitely - I thought that when I went from coordinator to manager I'd, 
y'know, be in the in ... [but I'm] still on the outside lookin' in. (Sarah) 
Sarah also believed that the phone agents must feel similarly disconnected from the goal.s 
and processes of the call centre, noting, "agents don't go talk to the directors." 
One man, who has worked at this particular call centre almost from its inception . 
in the mid-90s, proudly distinguished himself from "business-school" -type executives, 
suggesting that working his way up through the ranks gave him a unique advantage in the 
organization. He explained this by saying, 
... starting off where I did and getting to where I am now I've met a lot of people, 
you know? Thousands and thousands of people have come through our doors. And 
starting from their level and working my way through, you know, they seem to 
have different respect for you than ... someone who gets hired as a manager and 
they've never seen before because, you know, they don't know you. (Bill) 
However, several of my research participants provided context for this comment by 
explaining the wage differential between those who are promoted through the ranks and 
those who are hired externally. One woman told me that she felt it was easier to be an 
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external hire "only because if they're hiring outside the company they want you to come 
in and they're willing to pay the money to bring you in. Whereas if you're coming from 
production [on-phone position] up: well, we'll give you your current wage" (Sally). 
Another woman corroborated this pattern, saying external hires might receive "a 
higher salary up front" (Julie). This woman further explained to me that phone agents 
who are promoted through the ranks could be exploited precisely because they have 
fewer formal qualifications. She indicated that there is an informal policy to "groom them 
and ... because [the company is] bringing them up from the agent level or the sllpervisor 
.1 .,;; -,:" 
level, they'll be thllilkful that we're advancing their career, therefore be willing to accept 
iess l compensalionr' (Juli'e r She' suggestecftllat the reason fewer agents were being 
promoted now was that "[t]hey' ain afford to seek people who have exactly the 
qualifications that they're looking for" (Julie).2 When we contrast this description of 
being oromoted throup.:h the r~mkswith Bill's account. we gp.taradkaUy diffe~l"nt ·viC~;V . 0f,. _ 
-.. ., . -' . .... . . . . . " '"- '" -" .. 
the lower echelons of the management structure. What is salient, however, is that lower 
kwel managers, whether proud of their position or resentful of treatment they perceive to 
be unfair, are all too conscious of their distinct position in the call centre vis-a.-vis the 
executive class. 
Lower level managers have varying degrees of sympathy towards phone agents, but 
even those managers who are very sympathetic to the stresses and demands of being on 
the phone are prevented from seeking solidarity with them because of their designated 
position within the organizational hierarchy. Many times, lower level managers" job 
2 Winson and Leach (2002) find that laid-off workers in rural Ontario believed that corporations began to 
favour non-local people for management positions to facilitate the laying-off process (152). One man in 
particular indicated that management felt it would be easier for non-local managers to do the laying-off 
because of the lack of personal relationships with the employees. 
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descriptions require them to further intensify the labour of phone agents. Rather than 
encouraging them to align themselves with phone agents, this situation more often impels 
them to align themselves with executives. One woman, who applied for work as a phone 
agent when she was unable to pay her student loans, explained that rather than seeking 
solidarity with phone agents and dismantling the executive class, lower level managers 
were more likely to try to become executives themselves. In other words, it made more 
sense for her and her colleagues to try to advance themselves in their careers than to 
support collective action. Rather than complain about the cost of having many executive 
positions in the organization, their attitude was 
just ... go in, do your job and get promoted up into those positions. Being in a union 
doesn't help you get to be CEO ofa company. I mean, to get into those positions 
you kinda have to be outside of the union. I think the union only protects to a 
certain level. And ... I mean, whoever owns the company can make whatever 
decision they want. (Sarah) 
This response might be viewed as exemplifying someone with a working class 
background who got her start working on the phones, who considers it more 
advantageous to identify with capital than her former peers. Rather than painting a picture 
of cooperation and mutuality in the workplace, middle managers who adopt the corporate 
work ethic are more likely to rely on a neo-liberal discourse of individuality and personal 
achievement. 
Perceived Relevance of Collective Action for the Call Centre Industry 
Having examined the unique position of Jow level managers in the call centre, I : .' 
now consider their perception ofthe labour movement, and specifically, the perceived 
relevance of unions for the call centre industry. I did not ask myresearch particpants 
about the benefits of unions for on-phone and off-phone staff separately. Rather, I asked 
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them to reflect on the benefits of unions more broadly. At no time did any of my 
respondents indicate that they wanted their own jobs to be unionized while on-phone staff 
should remain ununionized. Rather, those in favour of unions (two) were in favour of 
them for both themselves and for phone agents. Those less in favour of unions did not 
make a distinction between their relevance for phone agents or low level managers either. 
The issue of unionism is, in fact, used in my research as a conceptual handle to 
begin a discussion about the value of collective action and workers' rights. I did not 
expect most of my research participants to immediately ?.!ticulate a "worker rights" 
discourse and therefore, I felt it would be helpful to use a familiar concept - trade unions-
to enable us to begin talking about the realm of work in what has perhaps become an 
~ . . . 
unfamiliar way to most Canadian workers. By beginning with the familiar issue of 
unions, I constructed a frame around the issue of worker rights versus management 
. h' '- . .J h d' . , ,. d 1 " 1. ' T prerogat1Ye, W.~lCIl;openet' up t . C \ l SCUS;110n tOlJnjaner i SS'.LCS aroun\'.'orr~eIS :ngnu •. 1 
used trade unionism as a conceptual handle to introduce the topic of workers' rights and 
my research participants had a variety of opinions on the relevance of unions (and, by 
extension, the labour movement) to their lives. 
Roughly half of my research participants come from households where "!- parent or 
sibling have membership in a trade union. This did not predict support for unionism, 
however. Ultimately, I found that there is a great deal of misinformation and 
misunderstanding circulating about the role of unions. Further, the majority of my 
research participants do not see the beilefit to working people of Union membership. 
Certainly, the retrenchment of the labour movement might make workers less likely to 
adopt a worker rights discourse and less likely to demand that work conform to 
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democratic ideals. They are unlikely to articulate such demands when there is currently 
so little public support for them. 
Where it existed, support for unionism typically took the form of a generalized 
feeling that a union would improve morale, the work environment, and so on. 
Disapproval of unionism came mainly from a perception that unions are no longer 
necessary and a perception that unions are not right for the call centre industry. Virtually 
every research participant who expressed disapproval of a union coming into the call 
centre was concerned about "union dues" and articulated some doubt that there would be 
a benefit to having a union equal to the drawback of paying dues, which is perhaps 
unsurprising given their economic position. One woman who might be considered "pro-
union" expressed her exasperation with this attitude, which she considers widespread, 
saymg, 
·· ·· r({Ufi' t know Why they'h:i 'i'iot ·tiiiioiuzed:yeLI kriow it's happened a few times 
where we've had unionized representatives come talk to people but then you 
~ c'~' . 
get ... the company-wide e-mail about how you don't want to work in a union ... And 
I think the vast majority of the company would much rather be unionized than 
not. . .ifthey understood, you know, what a union actually does for people 'versus, 
"oh well, I gotta pay union dues?" You know, so that's just another chunk of 
something coming off my paycheque? (Sally) 
According to this woman, who has since left the company, no~-supporters of a union do 
not see the benefits of unionism like job security and better pay, which are currently left 
to the goodwill of individual supervisors. 
Another woman who had been promoted to a middle management position eady 
in her career, corroborated this account of the company's efforts to prevent a union 
organizing its employees. She told me that "a few times a lot of the call centres threaten 
'union' and then you'd have .. . [the CEO] go down and sweet talk 'em, buy 'em a box of 
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pizza, a cart full of ice cream and - oh, [there is] no union!...And it was ... no one even 
spoke the word union. They were afraid to get fired" (Jane). The kinds of union-busting 
tactics employed in the call centre may have contribute~ to the anti-union opinions of 
some of my research participants, although anti -union sentiment goes hand in hand with 
the discrediting of the labour movement in general.3 
One woman who expressed concern about the welfare of phone agents but strong 
disapproval of bringing in a union stated flatly, "if there was a union [brought into] the 
offic,GJ probably would not join because I know a part of my paycheque would go there" 
(Amy). One research participant who has worked at two call centres echoed this 
statement, saying, "[i]f [the company] turned union, I'm gone. I'm not giving any of my 
money to a union 'cause they don't do anything for me. Do they offer you job protection? 
No" (Mike). Just as Sally indicated, anti-union sentiment combines with misinformation 
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eall centre. 
Disapproval of unions may not always. be af;sociated with an anti-lahour st:':Ulce,.· A . 
sound argument may be made against unions because they do not go far enough in 
supporting the working class (see Howard, 1985; Rinehart, 2001; and Cayo Sexton, 
2003). In this case, however, my research participants expressed anti-union attitudes in 
association with an anti-labour stance. They associate unionism with protecting lazy 
workers, driving companies out of business, and quelling enterprising spirits. They 
repeatedly complained about the high wages of union workers, despite the fact that it is 
3 These views are by no means restricted to service sector employees. When Winson (1997) asked workers 
who had been laid off after a plant closure about the role of the union in the layoff, he found that "[a]mong 
the majority of workers, attitudes towards their trade union and unions in general ranged from a grudging 
willingness to admit that they provided some advantages ... to a position of outright hostility ... " (448). 
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reasonable to assume that it is in their own best interests to support decent wages for 
working people. 
For example, one woman whose brother - a miner - had been a member of a union 
described to me the situation at his workplace, saying the union has 
... gone in and made it so the wage is so high .. .it hurts when you have to pay 
people an exorbitant amount of money to break rock and they're not really working 
that hard ... if I chose just to come in and play on my computer all day ... l' d get 
fired .. .it's harder to get rid of people in a union ... (Sarah). 
Rather than demand similar benefits of high wages and secure working cdhditions for 
themselves, non-unionized workers criticize their unionized peers, and construct them as 
"not really working that hard." Instead of constructing working people as competent, 
deserving, and capable of self-governing, which would in turn reflect positively on 
herself, as a worker, Sarah tells me that if, in her company, the phone agents were given 
mo,"e ·~ontroI()vef -thdl' -O\vnjobs " ... they would take aJvdntage oii-l.And nhirik thafs 
what's gone on with unions ... so, no, I don't think giving them more control would be a 
good thing. I think it would kill our business, Which is whYl.,mions in my industry 8care~ -
me. 'Cause if you start paying people more, well then our cost of doing business goes 
up." My research participan~s did not argue that a union would not go far enough to 
protect their rights as workers. Instead they complained about what they perceive to be 
indulgent treatment of union workers and suggested that a union would be unable to 
benefit them. As one man, who suggested unions are only for the trades, or other types of 
"long-term employment", stated: "I can't see ... a union doing anything differently than 
my boss for me ... [and my boss does it] without taking more off my pay to do it" (Bill). 
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Lower level managers who did not support the unionization of call centres 
frequently suggested that unions are no longer necessary because of improved working 
conditions.4 Several of my research participants indicated that they thought unions had 
served their purpose when working conditions were unfair, dangerous, or exploitative-
but that this is no longer the case. To do this, they actively construct current working 
conditions as acceptable. As one woman explained to me, she didn't feel the need for a 
union because " .. .1 have a voice anyways" (Amy). Similarly, another woman told me 
"[w]hen you're treated fairly, I don't think th0tc:~ s benefits to having the union. And 
when I was on the phones and the first few years that I was training, I would say that, you 
know, we were treated fairly" (Julie). Lastly, Sarah reported, 
I think we're in a society now that people work together for the better good ofthe 
people that work with them. It's not so much the people at the top get rich and they 
don't care what it is that you have to do to make them their money. I think there's a 
little bit more feeling in business than there used to be ... and the government rules 
andr(;gdatio~Js have. come so. far as \Veli;ib el.'isute t he safety in the workplace, to " 
ensure equality in the workplace and I think when you have a government that's 
completely stepped in and has legislated a lot of the stuff that the union was 
protecting people on? Negates the need for unions. 
However, when asked if she found her workplace equitable, she told me that middle 
managers who are promoted up from the phones (like herself) get paid less than external 
hires" ... just because that's just the way our business works. Which is a little unfair . .. " 
Edwards (1979) confirms this, reporting that "[i]ncreasingly, the working clasS 
has turned away from unions and looked instead to government to regulate, protect, and 
provide .... workers turn to 'the state to amend, shape, and dictate the rules of bureaucratic 
4 It is instructive to note that this process goes both ways. Rinehart (2001) demonstrates this when he points 
out that "[ c ]ompanies have increased wages and fringe benefits, improved working conditions, and 
instituted quality of work life programs in an attempt to persuade employees that unions are unnecessary" 
(86). 
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control" (161). Rinehart (2001) argues that government regulation targeting the worst 
features of industrialization meant that work could be constructed as unproblematic given 
the new safety legislation (2). Therefore, if workers continued to chafe against the bonds 
of work it was because of their laziness and unwillingness to work (Ibid). 
Importantly, it is not because the working conditions in the call centre are not 
problematic that lower level managers do not support the idea of a union. All of my 
research participants complained of stressful working conditions and unpaid overtime or 
described inequitabktreatment that they have witnessed. Sarah vividly described a 
particularly stressful time when she was required to work many unpaid hours of overtime 
and the effect that this had on her. She said, "If you'd asked me a month ago, I would 
have told you I was lookin' for a new job. Because things were just soooo ... bad. It was 
like . . . everything was such a mess .. .! wasn't getting a lot of support and I felt like I was 
/ l '.'(i 0':; I.hlg: :- i\.nothr;:!': \vOU1:arl 'echoed these-words~--say lug that when hef mahager ieft 'the 
compa..'ly "I had to do both my job and her job. And her job was 24 hours, so my work 
started to slip. And 1 felt like I couldn't help the agents, it was. <.it was just drowning" 
(Jane). A third woman described her struggle to balance parenting with being "on call" in 
the evenings, saying it made her "tired" and that she felt stressed "because 1 mean I was 
handling [it] with two children. Drove me nuts" (Amy). 
Others of my research participants describe the insecurity of call centre jobs and 
the ease with which anyone can be terminated. One woman told me that she knew of 
some "hard-working" lower level managers who had been terminated because "their 
personalities didn't mesh well with executives" (Sally). One man, whose job required 
him to work closely with phone agents, explained that they are the most vulnerable in the 
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call centre. According to him, the predominant attitude towards phone agents is " ... if 
you're not performing then we're just gonna let you go, replace you with someone who 
can. 'Cause ultimately the managers want to ,look good ... That's why call centres are also 
really high turnover" (Mike). 
Livingstone and Sawchuk (2004) note that corporations make good use of the 
implicit threat of layoff where insubordinate or outspoken employees are concerned. In 
their study of the General Motors plant in Pickering, ON, one man stated that employees 
who complained about conditions were told they could leave because there were "30,000" 
people" outside wanting to get in (79-80). This tactic, argue Livingstone and Sawchuk, 
heightened workers' sense of job insecurity. 
Sometimes, during lean times, call centres will move managers who used to hold 
on-phone positions back onto the phones rather than lay them off altogether. Rob's clear-
eyed assessment-of thcrculity of life in the can ctutre was evident:Wilerihe descdbed 
why he had been moved back onto the phones from a low level management position that 
he enjoyed. As a result of the company having "fallen on tough times,'.' he explains, lower 
level management positions were eliminated. "Production staff [phone agents] generate 
revenue. You don't cut back the worker bees, so ... So accordingly, back up two years 
ago, I was a cut-back" (Rob). 
From these accounts it is evident that the working conditions in the call centre are 
indeed problematic. Call centre workers - both phone agents and lower level managers -
could benefit from some form of collective action, which could standardize compensation 
levels, increase job security, and attack the culture of management prerogative which has 
so far pervaded this work environment. 
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·"Yei most of my research"partic"ipants persist in resisting unionization. Lower level 
managers' designated position in the call centre means they are both vulnerable to the 
whims of their supervisors, but also complicit in perpetuating capitalist ideology. As a 
result they often offer contradictory and competing explanations for their experiences at 
work. As workers who put in many unpaid hours of overtime, who sometimes struggle to 
make ends meet, and cope with stressful working conditions, they could benefit from a 
radical shift in the way work is organized. A democratization of the working process 
could change their lives for the better, yet low level managers~resist adopting such a 
stance. Instead, they consider a combative stance against management as a negative thing 
- something to be avoided - in part because they see themselves as part of the 
management stratum. Mills (1966) suggests that those managers in the lower strata are 
"always in line with the aims of the employer" because they get used to "the 
.?:cr.:;utrements of authority" (123). -. 
On a more pragmatic note, it seems likely that managers are unwilling to "rock 
the boat" because, as described, t~~)' are keenly aware of their vultierable position within 
the organization. Without a popular pro-labour discourse (that depicts working people as 
competent, valuable, and knowledgeable) on which to draw, they align themselves 
ideologically with a capitalist discourse which de-emphasizes the importance of workers 
to the organization. Just as Sarah explained, rather than support the notion of autonomy 
for working people, the attitude of middle managers is " ... just ... go in, do your job and 
get promoted. ; . " The organization is depicted as running harmoniously if everyone does 
their part. If workers are industrious and punctual and managers treat them fairly and 
equitably, there is "no need for there to be all that negotiating and bargaining" (Amy). Or, 
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as Julie informed me, if a union is brought in, union leaders must be "accepting some 
concessions as well." Once low level managers are promoted up from the phones, their 
designated position requires them to conform to corporate ideology. Adopting an anti-
union position that depicts confrontation in the workplace as undesirable is a vital part of 
this socialization process. 
Of the eight people I interviewed, three expressed some measure of support for 
unionization and a strong labour movement. One woman, who articulated unmitigated 
approval for unionization of call centret:;:told me that a union might make for a 
"happier," more "cooperative" working environment. She painted a picture of a 
workplace that was unproductive due to the tension in the setting. In this environment, 
every one is acting as an individual, striving to advance their own careers. " ... [A] lot of 
people there" she explained, "they wanted just to be able to voice their opinions." 
V.r: ,c:n asked ifrnanagemem:-• .vould actually-benefit from employee '~;uggestioiis; 
this participant responded, "Oh absolutely, they're the ones ... especially with the agents, 
they' re the ()nes on the floor, working. You know, they're the front line" (J~e). A second ' . 
woman argued that having a union protects workers from the whims of management, 
making it "more difficult to single out a person" (Sally). Sally complained of a work 
environment subject to rapid, reactionary policy changes and was clear that a unionized 
organization would not be similarly afflicted. Significantly, of the three research 
participants who were supportive of unionization, two had been moved back on to the 
phones from a low level management positiori and one had left the company to take a 
unionized job in healthcare. Of the remaining (largely anti-union) research participants, 
all five of them were actively employed in a lower level management position at the time 
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of the interview. Their resistance to expressing support for pro-labour sentiments is 
consistent with their objective position in the organization. While they may resemble 
phone agents in many ways (inadequate pay, stressful working conditions, little power or 
autonomy), their position as managers allows them to distance themselves from a pro-
labour stance and to align themselves ideologically with capital. Those who had been 
moved back to the phones, however, did not have a similar need to construct unionism as 
bad for the company. 
Interpersonal Prchlems 
Lower level managers frequently account for any problems they face at work by 
attributing negative work experiences to interpersonal problems. When asked a very 
general question about describing a "work-related problem," many of my research 
participants volunteered a story about an interpersonal problem they've experienced, 
rcii.l~(;~ ihilil discussing the" very' real structural problems they face every day.' Eve~ th~se" 
who identified their own supervisors as problematic conveyed the problem as one of a 
personality conflict rather than a structural one; 
For example, one woman identified her biggest problem in terms ofthe sheer 
number of supervisors she has had over the years, owing to the high level of employee 
turnover in the call centre. She variously describes her supervisors as "cold," "nice," and 
"great." But in listening to her stories, the overwhelming feeling one gets is the 
unpredictable and erratic nature of employment in the call centre. Workers are either 
"lucky" to report to a competent, reasonable, helpful supervisor or "unlucky" enough to 
have a supervisor who is none of these things. In addition, the constant shuffling of 
workers means each person's supervisor can change with very little notice. States Julie: 
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" .. .l've been really lucky, [our director] was my manager, I think, four or five managers 
ago." In other words, Julie is satisfied for the moment because her current supervisor is 
nice and one with whom she has worked before. But the "four or five" supervisors she 
has had in between may not have been as supportive or helpful, nor is it clear what 
recourse she would have had if she were not satisfied with her current director. 
The high levels of employee turnover and the rapid, McDonaldized type of 
promotion mean that all too often supervisors and managers are ill-equipped for their 
.-,jpbs. When asked how people cope when they have lost the supervisor lottery, Julie 
responded: "I mean, in that case people who don't have a very good relationship with 
their manager .. .it gets very frustrating. For off-phone [managers] I fmd it's very 
different than for phone staff ... [Whether or not you are happy] unfortunately does 
depend on your supervisor and your manager ... " 
Feyv of my I;~5carch participants articulated a demand tor cOflsistctit;:)J:jJportive~ 
capable supervision in the workplace. Frequently, they simply expressed relief or 
gratitude if they were satisfied with their current supervisor or frnstration. if they were , . . . _ 
not. Importantly, this personalizes and individualizes what is -actually a structural 
problem - the seeming inability ofthe call centre to operate without an army of rapidly 
promoted, variously competent managers, supervisors, and directors. 
When asked about her relationship with her supervisor, Sally immediately stated: 
"I can't stand her. I won't lie. We have completely different personalities." However, she 
goes on to tell several stories which reveal unprofessional, unethical, and capricious 
behaviour on her supervisor's part. In other words, this may not be a personality conflict 
but rather a result of the hiring practices of the call centre which continuously put 
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inexperienced supervisors in charge of others, often to fill a gap when someone has 
suddenly vacated a position. But without other recourse, and without a strong discourse 
of workers' rights from which to draw, workers attribute structural problems to 
personality conflicts. As Sally tells me, " ... you kind of have to go into work and just kind 
of grin and bear it ... " 
The result of attributing what are structural problems to personality conflicts is 
that call centre workers look to individual, personal solutions. They do not often have 
faith in a union (or other form of collective action) to solve their problem!:; :ut work. 
Describing the work environment in a call centre, Mike says, " ... you put 800 grumpy 
people in a room? Whether they gel and bond together? That's debatable. Probably more 
often than not they get irritated with one another; they get frustrated with one another. 
They have little bickering fights .. .Is that the fault ofa union or a non-union? No. That's 
.bst people h::;lng.pe:ople," Significantly, Mike docsn~tque~~ioil why call c0ntre 'workers ' 
are "grumpy" - dissatisfied, alienated, and distressed - in the tirst place. His reluctance to 
consider a harmonious workplace as a reasonable expectation of workers perhaps reflects 
the individualistic tendencies of neoliberal discourses. 
My research participants exist in that strange realm within the call centre between 
production staff and upper management - as both managed and managers. All too often, 
they find both roles equally dissatisfying. And if it is easier to attribute their 
dissatisfaction with their own supervisors to personal discord than structural conflicts, it 
is even easier for them to do the same when they have problems with the people they 
manage. 
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One woman described a problem with a phone agent she chose to work as a 
"back-up trainer" - someone who could be called off the phones in the event that an extra 
trainer was needed. This phone agent was upset with some of the treatment she received 
subsequently and accused Amy (a manager) of being unfair and inflexible. However, 
faced with pressure from her own supervisor who did not support her choice of phone 
agent, she was unable to do anything more. Eventually she had to inform the phone agent 
" ... that my decision to hire her is not popular ... " Without the support of her own 
supervisor, which may have allowed her to resolve thc situation, she must finally 
conclude: ''that [the phone agent is] just that type of person who takes offense at 
feedback." Unable to resolve the situation or identify the structural barriers preventing 
her from resolving the situation, she resorts to considering the situation a matter of 
personality conflict. 
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had to lay someone off, who responded by maligning him to others in the call centre. Bill 
described his attitude to this person by saying, " ... business is business, you know, and I 
mean, it's not like I didn't like you as a person. I don't like you as a person now! But 
when I did it I didn't mind you as a person, you know, you were fine." II). other words, in 
Bill's mind, the negative (though perhaps understandable) reaction of the person he laid 
off turns this situation from an impersonal one to one of personal conflict. The~e is no 
accounting for their mutually antagonistic positions, as one who must find someone to lay 
off, and one who must be laid off. 
Lower level managers occupy a unique position within the call centre. They no 
longer occupy the lowest, most vulnerable positions within the call centre, but as Sarah 
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admitted, they are "still on the outside lookin' in." Rinehart (1987) argues that managers 
"surveil, regulate, and control the activities of subordinate employees because the 
interests of the employers are often antithetical to those of the workers" (101).5 In other 
words, the more exploitative the work, the more managers are required. However, these 
managers are in tum "subject to direct scrutiny and control from executives above" (ibid: 
105). The conflict of interest between workers and employers is not a trait of bad 
corporations, itis inherent to labour relations under capitalism. The requirement of 
running a profitable organization c91npels the capitalist to control the labour process in 
.~_- _.j,, ~l 
every way possible. As Edwards (1979) reminds us, in a capitalist organization, " ... the 
interests of workers and those of employers collide ... " (12). 
As managers required to police the behaviour of phone agents and as employees 
with stressful, unrewarding working conditions, lower level managers have a 
considerable amquIlt tQgain fmm supportingpro:~laQour re~ismlJc~ t.o .capitalist jd~nIQgy .. . 
. -'. ' • • ".' .. - _·'- .. ,:r · :.""'·;;,;,: .... ·· . • , . - '- ' -. ," '. ..' . " 
- in the form of unions, for example, or some other, more militant, form of collective 
action. Lower level managers in call centres, in particular, stand to benefit· because, as 
instances of the kind of rapid, McDonaldized promotion endemic to the business support · 
sector, they frequently find themselves in the position of managing their former peers. 
One could argue that lower level managers both benefit and suffer from this type of rapid 
promotion. Their wage may be improved by the promotion (though not usually as much 
as they expected), their working conditions may be more flexible, and they have a degree 
of autonomy not available to phone agents. However, as we have seen, the pressure to 
conform to management ideals, to police phone agents, and to work long hours under 
5 In the fourth edition of Rinehart's text, see pages 88-96 for a detailed examination of the degradation of 
technical and professional work in Canada in the latter half of the 20th century, and the concomitant 
increase in management surveillance of such workers. 
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demanding circumstances can make the work unbearable. Even before the economic 
downturns in the latter half of the 20th century and the emergence of the new economy, 
Mills argues that the rationalization of office work removes much of the prestige, 
authority, and autonomy of management jobs (1966: 116). As Rinehart (1987) states, the 
role of the low level manager too often entails "responsibility without authority" (106). 
It is these problematic working conditions that would make a strong labour 
movement so valuable to low level managers. At the same time, it is the objective 
position of middle managers - as purveyors of capitalist ideology - that makes it difficult 
for them to espouse a strong pro-labour attitude. Recent decades have witnessed the 
erosion of support among workers for collective action. As Winson (1997) argues, 
"[w]here there is no strong and well-entrenched counter-hegemonic force to challenge the 
dominant interpretive framework," workers are likely to accept the hegemonic 
,;rJerpretathn.Gt e;,; (;r:.ts ,<4~,9};Iildc~d,m}· research suggesfs ffiatwofkbrs do not put a lot 
of stock in the notion of collective action, and instead might support Sarah's sentiment: 
<' ••• just go in, do yo\Itjob 'and get promoted up into'those positions." After all, "[b]~ingin . 
a union doesn't help you get to be CEO of a company." 
. ; ':.' 
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Conclusions 
State of the Unions 
In the weeks leading up to the beginning of spring, 2011, reports began to come in 
from several American states of union busting and anti-union legislation, including the 
termination of thousands of teachers in Rhode Island (RI). According to a report by the 
CNN ~vVire Staff, the Mayor of Providence, RI, sent termination notices to every teacher 
in the Providence public school system (CNN Wire staff, 2011). The president of 
Providence's teacher's union, Steve Smith, responded by saying that the firings seem 
"very much like what's going on in Wisconsin, Ohio and Indiana, where lawmakers want 
to get rid of collective bargaining and remove the voice of workers" (Ibid). In Central 
Falls, RI, 93 public school workers including principals, teachers, and guidance 
counsellors were fired after the school board and the union were unable to come to an 
,agre,ement 'lbontinl-:reasillg cotnptmsationafter teachers Wert: asked i.owoi;ka longer 
school day and take on additional tutoring work (Kaye, 2010). And in Wisconsin, 
Republican Govemor Scott Walker pushed through _a bill that wouldsevere!y limit the 
collective bargaining rights of Wisconsin residents, amidst protests and demonstrations, 
and despite the absence of 14 Democratic senators. 
In Canada, a wave of "back-to-work" legislation in 2011 and 2012 severely 
eroded the bargaining power of airplane pilots, Toronto public transit employees, and 
postal workers (Payton, 2012; CBC News 2011a; CBC News 2011b). Beyond this, 
however, the legislatIon gave government representatives the opportunity to construct 
unionism as a drain on the public coffers. In the case of striking postal workers, the 
director of Canada Post, Jon Hamilton, stated in the news that Canada Post was unable to 
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meet the demands of its workers because ofthe cost to taxpayers (CBC News, 2011a). 
The strike ended when postal workers were ordered back to work, prompting the union to 
contest this decision in court (Wherry, 2011). 
More recently, Air Canada pilots who sought to exercise their right to strike were 
ordered back to work in March when federal Labour Minister Lisa Raitt called upon the 
Canada Industrial Relations Board, thereby rendering any work stoppage illegal (Payton, 
2012). The problem with the pilots going on strike, Raitt stated, was that "at some 
point ... the Canadian public interest does come into play" (Ibid). Giv'en that the pilots are 
appealing the decision that forced them back to work on the grounds that it conflicts with 
. Canadian Aviation safety regulations, it would seem that the public interest Raitt is 
invoking is not one of public safety, but the potentiaJeconomic losses of Air Canada. 
The outcome of so much anti-union legislation in such a short amount of time is 
.. not knov{.'"~ ; V,fhik pi{:~unio!'l protestor::; 3.f L; actively H1GUnting cicinonstl'attofis; it is 
unclear whether conservative news outlets will successfully construct these protestors as 
dangerous and reactionary, or whether the ang~r(>ver the anti-labour m~oellv:i:es .wiU 
spread. Could rapid assaults on collective bargaining be the catalyst for a regeneration of 
pro~labour sentiment among workers? Winson (1997), in his study of economic 
restructuring and insecurity in rural Ontario, acknowledges that while leftist researchers 
hope that such conditions will always contribute to a cultural shift towards the left, " ... the 
high unemployment associated with the ' vicious recession of the early 1990s had a 
definite dampening effect on the labour movement..." (438). In other words, sometimes 
severe anti-labour policies and the harsh conditions of generalized economic downturn 
can serve to demoralize and deaden the labour movement further. When workers are 
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scrambling to replace lost jobs and wages, it sometimes means they have little time and 
energy left for organizing around the issue of workers' rights. 
Similarly, Panitch (1986) notes that the economic downturn that began in the 
1970s and severely eroded ideological support for the Keynesian welfare state did not 
have the anticipated effect of radicalizing the working classes (2). Panitch attributes this 
to the weakness of the leftist response at the time and "the failure to generate socialist 
consciousness in the period of capitalist boom" which left workers without a discourse 
that would enable them to make sense of their liy~s in the period of bust which followed " 
~ ~:)'; :l 
(Ibid). 
While the Occupy movement has had its share of media attention and support 
from critical-minded academics, the acid test will come in the form of worker response to 
the movement, its discourses, and its goals. To the degree that the movement is largely 
comprised ofrelatively Jeft-symO!:ltheti0~tudent!) and activists, it remainsJ9 .~e see.n 
." . ". . .' . ' ., .... .,. . ." , .... ,- .. , .. . " '." ... .'.. .. .... , . . . 
whether the Occupy movement will be able to make itself legible to the remainder of 
Canadians and simultaneously present a coherent, sustained challenge to capitalist 
prerogative. 
In Canada, most of my research participants demonstrated what might be 
considered "middle class" values of hard work, personal sacrifice, and loyalty to one's 
employer. Those that espoused unerringly pro-union attitudes had either left the call 
centre for a unionized job, or had been moved back onto the phones from a lower level 
management position. Although my research participants come from largely working 
class backgrounds and have comparatively little formal education, the majority of them 
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constructed unions as protecting lazy workers, as inefficient, or as irrelevant to today's 
"friendly" organization. 
And yet the call centre, I discovered, is not so friendly to those of my research 
participants who complained of "drowning" under their workload, of being driven "nuts" 
by the pressure of balancing the demands of parenting with being on-caU24 hours a day. 
More research is needed to understand what prevents predominantly working class 
people with unsatisfactory work lives from supporting some form of collective action. 
The limited scope of my rese~wch can not address all of the salient issues here. 
However, my research suggests that when working class people are promoted to 
entry-level management positions, they feel pressure to adopt the capitalist values of their 
supervisors. Frequently, these conservative views take the shape of disdain for, or 
disapproval of, phone agents. Some of my research participants espoused paternalistic 
. vie'.."s to\va,rqs, the phone, ogentsand.;somesllggestedthat phone:agents wcmld be umble 
to find jobs outside ofa call centre (where, presumably, they imagine there are higher 
standards to which workers must adhere). Some' presented moralizing attitudes about the 
work ethic of phone agents. All of my research participants not in favour of unionism 
expressed grave doubts about the ability of workers to manage themselves in the 
organization. The ability of workers to run a profitable organization without an owner or 
executive class is a central tenet of Marxist class consciousness and an important element 
of a vital labour movement. The attitudes of workers in the 21 st century towards such a 
notion must be researched further. · 
Lower level managers' objective role within the organization encourages them to 
look down on phone agents and inhibits support for pro-labour attitudes. Their role as 
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supervisors of phone agents does not allow much space for feelings of solidarity with 
them. Rather, they construct unionism as dangerous because it is antagonistic to the 
organization - and as managers, therefore dangerous to them. 1 
This is exactly the tactic used by Gov. Scott Walker when he states that limiting 
people's rights to collective bargaining "protects middle class jobs" and "middle class 
taxpayers" (Fox News, 2011).Uriioriism is constnicted as "working class"and the middle 
class and the working class are pitted against each other. My research suggests that lower 
level mana,gers could benefit from a collective agreement which limits their unpaid 
overtime, standardizes promotions and wage increases, and helps workers save for 
retirement. In contrast to the notion that unionism is a drain on the middle class taxpayer, 
my research suggests that working conditions are sufficiently bad for even some 
managers, that some type of collective action is appropriate and desirable. However, 
. 1 1" 1 . I' .' 1 . . " . . . " - . .. . .. ' .' 
.' \~KJrj(t;IS' a;\'0imi!K:0ry to act cO' iectiV(; y 'o1'eVeh lIldlcatc suppord:or ~ollectl Ve actloh 1Il u. 
milieu where claims like Walker' s are not seriously contested or examined in the 
mainstream media or the public education system. The situation facing the labour 
movement today has not improved much since Edwards wrote in 1979 that "[ d]ivisions 
within the working class have distorted and blunted the class opposition to capitalism, 
making for a weak socialist movement and a long period of relative stability within the 
regime of monopoly capitalism" (163). 
Research on call centres has been progressing in the past decade; however, more 
research is needed that explores how call centre workers are pressured and'constrained on 
the job, and how (if at all) they resist such treatment. And while research on working 
1 In reality, as Mills so deftly demonstrated in his landmark text on the white collar world, low level 
managers often have much more in common with the "rank and file" than they believe, and they stand to 
benefit from acting in solidarity with production staff. 
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class consciousness has a long and varied history, much more research needs to be 
conducted on the ability of lower level managers to resist the corporate ideology with 
which they are inundated daily. Accepting a promotion to the ranks of management is 
only a logical and pragmatic step for people who are trying to make ends meet in a 
competitive and rapidly shifting labour market. Vulnerable populations like single 
parents, recent immigrants, non-native English speakers, and those without formal 
education may be even more eager to accept the opportunity for advancement. More 
research is needed to understand how such people fare once they are promoted, as nij' 
research suggests that this is not the end of their stressful working conditions and that 
they will face completely new sets of problems unique to lower level managers. 
Beyond these issues, however, my research draws links to broader concerns, 
including the ability of workers to develop strong community bonds which \vill increase 
... their chances of cblltributirig to; ana hefiefitlhg;"ITorri ·a:\rihrantlabour mov~me~t' capabie · .. 
of adapting to the changing economy and becoming more attuned to issues of gendered -
and racialized inequalities. Research on working conditions an.dlabour processes iSl10t 
meant only to illuminate what happens in people's lives between 9:00 and 5:00. Often, a 
person may take a large part of her or his sense of self from what is done on the job. If 
people are not able to value what they do on the job or worse, are not able to tap into a 
discourse that constructs their contributions as meaningful, the consequences for their 
self-worth can be far reaching. Whether or not people feel that they are valuable members 
of society depends on a myriad of factors. Certainly, trade unions have tirelessly worked 
to highlight the contribution of workers to society and thereby demand a greater share of 
the dividends from that labour for workers and their families. However, they have 
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struggled to resist neoliberal restructuring and are not in a position to challenge the 
foundation of capitalist accumulation - foundations on which they themselves are built. 
To some exte~t, unions have suffered from a tarnished image and many workers 
have become disillusioned with the very concept of unionization and what it stands for. 
In addition, where workers are, in fact, keen to organize, corporations draw upon vast 
resources to prevent the certification of a union. Recent attempts by the United Food and 
Commercial Workers' union to organize Wal-mart workers across Canada are indicative 
of just how far the Wal-mart corporation is prepared to go to Plotect itself from the 
reaches of the union (Clark and Warskett, 2010). In some cases, organizers have tried to 
bypass the certification process, relying on associations with no legal recognition to 
"empower" workers (Ibid, 244). The determination of workers to resist subordination 
despite the disappointments of the union in this setting is a testament both to the untapped . 
. putential GfwGrKci:31rrtht new eC(j1l(nnyalid pe:.:haps-aTsoworkers; disi11usiolinient with 
traditional methods of organizing. As Clark and Warskett conclude, it is unclear whether 
~~e_se etTorts will "aid in th.~ llIlionizlltio!lofWal-mart stores" or whether they can "be-· 
sustained without unionization" (Ibid, 244-245). 
Certainly, the current economic crisis gives trade unions, left academics, and the 
labour movement more broadly, a chance to prove its worth. The social unrest in Europe, 
the Middle East and North Africa; the Occupy movement; and the expanding gap 
between the rich and the poor in evidence in almost every part of the world all present an 
opportunity to remake the left into a movement capable of posing a final challenge to a 
global order which disenfranchises the very people upon whose labour it rests. 
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Please quote your REB file number on all future correspondence. 
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· Brock University 
Research Ethics Office 
Tel: 905·688·5550 ext. 3035 
Email: reb@brocku.ca 
Social Science Research Ethics Board 
Certificate of Ethics Clearance for Human Participant Research 
DATE: 8/5/2011 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: DUFFY/MADDEAUX, Ann - Social Justice and Equity Studies 
FILE: 07-307 - DUFFY/MADDEAUX 
TYPE: Masters ThesislProject STUDENT: 
SUPERVISOR: 
Elizabeth Maddeaux 
Ann Duffy 
TITLE: Consciousness and Unionization Among Call Centre Workers in Southern Ontario 
ETHICS CLEARANCE GRANTED 
_Type of CI~a@nce: RENEWAL . Expiry Date: 813112012 · 
The Brock University Social Sciences Research Ethics Board has reviewed the above narn.§lQTr;?~~rc;h Qrq!10"c;~I ;" 
Hnd considers the procedures, as described by the applicant, to conform to the University's ethical standards 
and the Tri-Council Policy Statement Clearance granted from 8/5/2011 to 8131/2012. 
The Tri-Council Policy Statement requires that ongoing research be monitored by, at a minimum, an annual 
report. Should your project extend beyond the expiry date, you are required to submit a Renewal form D<'dfore 
8/31/2012. Continued clearance is contingent on timely submission of reports. 
10 corripiy with the °1:ii·Council Policy Statement, you ;nust ~I;; ~~b~it~fi~lreport upon completion of your 
project. All report forms can be found on the Research Ethics web page at 
http://www.brocku.ca{researchipolicies-and-forms{research-forrns. 
In addition, throughout your research. you must report promptly to the REB: 
a) Changes increasing the risk to the participant(,,) andlor affecting significaritlytt,econclllctoftl1e study;o~ 
b) All adverse andlor unanticipated experiences or events that may have real or potential unfavourable 
implications for participants; 
c) New information that may adversely affect the safety of the participants or the conduct of the study; 
d) Any changes in your source of funding or new funding to a previously unfunded project 
We wish you success with your research. 
Approved: 
Jan Frijters, Chair 
Social Sciences Research Ethics Board 
!II.Q.~ Brock University is accountable for the resear-:h carried out in its own jurisdiction or under its auspices 
and may refuse certain research even though the REB has found it ethically acceptable. 
If research participants are in the care of a health facility, at a school, or other institution or community 
organization, it is the responsibility of the Principal Investigator to ensure that the ethical guidelines and 
clearance of those facilities or institutions are obtained and filed with the REB prior to the initiation of 
research at that site. 
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~tock Univers'ity Researc~ E~hies· -B~ard:(REB). 
. ' .' . 
. .' 
Application for Ethical Review of Research Involving Hyman Participants 
R~CEIVED 
MAY 0'7t008 
Please refeqo the documents uBrock University Research Ethics GuidelineS", which can 
be found at http://www.brocku.caJresearchservices/.prior to completion and submiss~on 
~f this appli~a~ion, . 
If you have questions about or require as.sistance with the completion of this form; 
please contact the Research Ethics Office at (90~) 688·5550 ext. 3035, or reb@brocku.ca. 
Return your completed application a.nd all aceompi1nying material in triplicate to the 
Research Ethics Office In MacKenzie Chown D250A. ' 
Handwritten Applications will not be accepted 
Please ensure all necessary items are attached prior to'submisslo!1" ' '\. 
, ,qtherwise Yc>'l!r appficatiqr: wil! ,not·~e processed (~ee _Ch.,:.' e.,:.c_k..:.:lis_t_b_e_IO_W_}, __ --= _____ .,' 'J' ..... 
I ' No research with 'human participan(.</ s!1af! commence: 
,_. __ . _~.' prior to rar:.el'firi!:l approval from the research ethics board, 
• L~tter :)f lrwitaHo!i ' . x 
• Verbal script 0 
• Telephone script 0 
• AdvElrtisements (newspap.ers, posters, SONA) 0 D 
Consent form" • x 
• Assent form for minors 8 • ' Parental/3~ party consent 
• Transcriber 0 
Data 
• QUestionnaires 0 , . 
• Interview guides x 
T 0 
" 
0 : 
Research Ethics Office 
• Brock University .. 500 Glenridge Ave • 8t. Catharines, ON • L2S3A1 • Fax: ·905-688-0746 
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SIGNA T~RJ:S 
r:.:....' All 01; tiiiUCfftt&!tIl'it'ItCXZhtl!.....,...... • et;::c::::::I::t ........ .. ~q • • ~ . PLEAsE NqTE: The title ".principal invest!gator" designat~s the persOn wtio is "in ch~rge' of the . . research. In this position, the pnncip·alinvestlg;:.ltor is ass1,Imed ,to have the abilities to supervise otber 
, researchers, be responsible for the finanCial administration of the project, have the 'authority to enSU'iS 
that,appropriate guidelines and regulations are followed, and be comPetent to conduct-the research in the 
absence of faqulty'supervision. The restriction of the telJ1'l "principal investigator" to faculty or post-
doctoral fellows does not hav~ Implications for ownership of intellectual property or. publication authorship. 
Given the above consideration, a studel)t c~nnot be iifentlfledas a "principal Investigator". 
However, for the purpose of recognizing a student's leadership role in the research, a facultY member 
may designate a "principal student investigator" below. 
~ __________ • ________ ~~ ___ ,-m _____ ~ ____________ ~------~ 
INVESTIGATORS: 
Please indicate that you have reag an~ fully understand all ethics obligations by checking the box 
beside each statementand 'signing below. . 
[LJ1'h~ve read Section III: 8 of BrocJ(University's Faculty Handbook perta.ining to Research Ethics and 
agree to comply with the policies and procedures outlined therein., " . ' ' £kI1 will report any seriousadyerse events (SAE),to the Research Ethics Board (REB). ' 
E':tAny additions/changes to r~search procedures after ~pproval has been granted w.1II be submitted to 
. ~eREB. ' " ' 
. S I agree to requec;t a rerrewa~of Cipproval for any pi'OjeCf continuing beyond the expected date of 
_ yompletion or for more than one year. ' , 
[jJ1 will submit a final report to the Offi~ 9.fJ~f,\Sf)f!.rc\1 Servico::: once the research has been completed;' . 
G}rtak~ full r~!lpcnsibility, for ensuring that all other Inves~gators involved in this research follow the 
protocol 'as outlined)n this application. 
Prlncfpallnvestigator .' 
Signature _'~~.~/);":~~l!:,::,:..,· ·.:. '~~~~':=p:...~ __ .Date: _ /$13,/0 ,"i1:t?;~-'\r' 
:' !FF::5':Z::::;~ .. """, ..' .'riJ / , "f . : 
... Pfli!e:!!?ai ::ltd'ch.at lirvesilgatodoptlonal) ' 
Signature _______________ ""--___ Oate: _______ _ 
Co-lnvestigators,: 
Signature ________ _ '_~---__,_,_:_ Date: _-,--_____ _ 
Signature __________________ Date: _______ _ 
FACUL TV SUPERVISOR: 
Please,lndicate that you have read and fully understand the obligations as faculty supervisor 
listed below by checking the box beside each statement. 
~ree t~ provide the proper supervision of this study to ensure that the rig~ts and welfar~ of all 
" human partic!pants are pr.otected. ' ..' . , ' , 
kI1 will ensu~ a request for renewal of a proposal is submitted if·the study-continues beyond the 
~p~ted date of completion 'or for more than one year. ' 
I.r.d1vtJll ensure that a final report is submitted to the Office of Research Services. ' ' 
GJ.-rn~v~ rea~' a~d ' rove~ this ication )md propos~1. .' . " ~'." 
Signat~re '--- Date: ~t!l 30,2..cnfS 
'" 
• Brock'University • 500 Glenrldge Ave 
"ReSearch Ethics Office 
• St. Cath,arines, ON II L2S 3A1 • Fax: 905-688-0748 
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,SECTION A-'GENERAL INFORMATION 
1, Title of the R.e,~ea~ch Project: ,Con~ciousn'ess and Unioni:zaticin Arnqog C~II Centre Worker& i~ ' 
Southern Ontario' " " : 
2 ' Inves*igator Information: , • ,tt 
, , 
Name Position (e.g., Dept./Addre~s ~honeNo. E-Mail 
faculty, 
student; 
, ' .. 
visiting 
. ... 
. .. .. . 
.",. "." ' professor) ~, Principal 
InvestIgator 
Principal Elizabeth Graduate Social Justice 905--834-0557 rm04dg@broc 
Student Maddeaux student and E.quity ku.ca 
InvestlJ;;~tor St~die~ 
Co-
Investigator( $) 
, . - ,- " 
':' \ 
F~Cl!lty > - " ,' , f.nl l Duffy' 'I ,Fuirp~ofessor Sociology. 901H>88-5550 aduffy@broc~u I 
Supervisor(s) ext..,1D4' .. -ca· - ., .... . ' .. _. T 
.. .. -
. ...... .. . 
3. Proposed, Dab~ of coinm~~cement: X upo~ approval, OR 0 other. Please provide date 
(ddlrnmlyyyy) _ ' _ .. 
Proposed Date of completion (dd/mmJyyyy): 3110112009 
4, Indicate the location(s), where th~ research will be ('.onduct~d: ' 
oroci< University 
,Commun'ity Site 
School Board ' 
Hospital 
Other 
d , 
x Specify: two call centres In the' Niagara Region 
o Specify __ 
o Specify __ ~ 
o Speciff __ 
'5," Othet Ethics Clearance/Permission: ' 
(a) Is this a multi-c~ntered study? 
(b) Has any other University Research Ethics Board approved this research~ 
xYes 0 No 
Dyes x No 
If YES, there is no neec;! to provide furt~er details about the protocOl 'at this time, prqvlded that all of the 
following information Is provided: ' 
Trtle of the project approved elsewherr;l: _'_ 
Name of th~ Other Institution: __ 
Name ofthe Other Board: '~ 
Date of the Decision: , ' 
A contact name and phone number for the other Board: __ 
Please provide a Copy of the appiication to the other institution together with al\ accortpanyil)g ' c;"aterials, 
,as well as a 'coPY,of the clearance cerji,ficak f approv~1. ' 
If NO, will any other Vni'{er'sityResea~ch Ethics Board be asked for approval? 0 Yes ', X ,~o 
SpecifY Uni'(ersity/Gollege __ . 
~Q • • ~~~_~._~ ___ ~ ____ , ____ -. ________ • __ , __ ~ _______________________ ._ .. ~ __ ~qt~, , __ ,,-
Besear:c~ Efhics Office ' 
.. ' ~ -
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(C?) Has any other person(s) of institutions grant~d permission to cOnduct this research? 0 Yes 'x No 
If yes, s~'ecify (e.g., hospital, school board, community organiZation, proprietor) provide. details and 
attach any relevant documentation. _'_. : 
. . 
.. If NO, will any other .person(s) or instiMions be :::l~ked ,for approval? 
Specify (e.g., hos.pital, school board; c~m~mun~ty organization, proprietor)_ 
DYes xNo 
B. L~vel of the Research: 
o Undergraduafe Thesis 
o Post Doctorate . 
x Masters Thesis/Project o Ph.D . 
o Administration 
o Undergradua~e Course 
Assignment· 
·0 Faculty ~esearch' 
DGraduate Course Assignment o Other (specify course) _,_ .. _ 
(specify' course) __ 
7. Funding of the Projeot: 
(a) Is this project Currently being funded 
(b) 'If No, Is fynding b~ing. ~ought . 
If Applicable: . 
(specify) __ . 
DyeS xNo 
DYes xNo 
(c) Period of Funding (dd/mm/yyyy): . From: __ _ 
(d) Agency oiSptJfisor (fur.lded or applied for) 
OCIHR o NSERC D SSHRC ', 0 Other (specify};'_ ' _ 
(e) Funding / Agency File # (!,!ot your TJi.-Council PIN) __ 
8. Conflict of Interestr 
(a) . Will the researcher(s), members of the (esearch team, and/?r theirpar!.'1'!'1'S or !mr1;~d '.'1~o f::;rnHy, 
members receive any personal benefits related to thls' stU9Y - Examples include nnancial remuneration, 
patent and ownership. employment, consultancies, boarct membership, share ownership. stock options. 
Do not.include conference and travel e~pense cover~ge, possible'academic promotion, ~ other benefits 
which are integral to the gene'ral con~uct of research. 
. DYes xNo 
,If Yes, please descril;Je the bene.fits beloy.'. 
(b) Describe any restrictions regarding access to or disclosure of information (during or at the end of 
the studX) that the 'sponsor has placed on the investi~ator(s). 
SECTION B' - SUMMARY OF THE PROPOSED RESEARCH 
9. Rationale: 
. Bri~f1y describe the purp~se and 'background r~tionale for the proposed proJe~t. as well as the 
hypothesis(es)/resear9h qu~stion(s) to be examined. '. . - , 
Purpose: to 'unde~stand. the class conscioilsne!;ls. of call centre Workers, their feelings towards 
unionization, the im act of.their work on their feelili s ofalfenation, and how th,e describe the 
Research Et,hics Offic.o 
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'!heir work life. ResearCh questions: Whataspeqts of call centre work do low level managers ide'ntify as 
beil!9 negative? What is the ·inipact of these negative job experiences on employees'. opinion· of . 
unionization? ·Rationale:.Cali c,?ntre work is a common source of employmenffor thos~ with f~w forr;nal 
skills or tralning,. for ~9se re-entering the 'labour force after raising children or'beins laId off, and for: . 
~tudents. Even governr'hent employees increasingly find themselves delivering their service13 over the : 
phone in a call centre, It is important, tnerefqre, .to l!nderstand the aualitv of such WQ,rk. . 
10. Methods: 
Are any of the folloViing procedures or methods involve'd In this stuay? . Check all that apply. 
o Questionnaire (mail) . . ' 
o Questionnaire (emailiweb) 
o Questionnaire·(in person) 
o Interview(s) (telephone) 
x Interview(s) (in person) 
o Secondary Data 
o Computer-administered 
tasks 
o Focus Groups 
o Journals/Diaries/PerSonal 
. COrrespondence 
x Audio/video taping 
~ecify:audiotaplng} 
o Observations 
o Invasive phYSiological 
. measurements {e.g. 
venipuncture, muscle 
. biopsies) . 
D Non-lnvasive physical 
measurement (e.g., 
exercise, heart rate, blood 
. pressure) . 
o Analysis of human tis.sue, 
bocly fluids, etc. (Request 
fot· Use' of Human Tissue 
Sample must be completed 
and attached) 
o Other: (specify) --'-
. . .,.. " . . 
Describesaquentlally, and iii detail, aU. of the methods involved in this study and aU procedures in 
which the research participants will be Involved (paper god pencll tasks, interviews, quest!Cll'll"!aires, 
physical assessments,physiologicaltests, time iequirerncnta, etc.) . '. 
Attach a COPy otattquestfonttaireCs). Interview guides or other test Instruments. If reference is 
made to pr~vlous protocols. please provide copies of relevant docu~entatio.n. 
Those low level managers W!to may be intere.ste~ in participating will be giVen (outside the workplace) a 
letter of invitation, asking them to contact the researcher If they wish to participate In the research. 
Participants will be asked to identify a convenient tirneand locatIon foFth~ intenrit'3;'Y. 'L!iHirrg the ' 
.lnter1ew, particip;:;nts .wil!.r~eAlsked a seri6S of quesoons ~bout their'experlences orr the jqb, their 
attitudes towards . aspects of call centre work, and their feelings about unionization. Attempts wilt be 
made to und.erstand the role'P?rticipants see the call centre playIng In their work lives, and to situate 
their current work in a life trajectory to understand what life circumstances Jed them to their current 
employment. Interviews will be infoffi1al and semi-structured. The researcher wi!! rna!,,,, use' of any topics I 
or themes the p'articf~ant identifies and will explore such themes with the participant. Therefore, . . 
interview gUides (see attached} are only tentative. Questions may nbt be a~ked in the same sequence in 
eve interview. . 
11. Professional ExpertisefQu~lIfIcations: 
Does this procedure require professional expertise/recognized qualifications (e.g., registratic;m as a 
clinical psychologist, firstaid certification)? 
o Yes specify: _. _ x.No . 
. If YES, indicate whether you, your supervisor, or any members of your research team' have the 
professional expertise/reCognize~ qualifications req'uired? DYes 0 No 
12. PartiCipants: . 
Describe the number of participants and a'ny required demographio characteristics (e.g., age, gender), 
Research will in'{olve between 10 and 14 pa·rtiCipants, '!lost of Whom will ·be between the ages of 25 and. 
45. Participants represent a variety of ethnic groups ~md religious affiliatIons. I am antiCipating roughly . 
equal representation' of. genders.' . 
"'M"_"':a.a_~U"""'_"_' __ 11_ ..... ..,.. ....... _____ ._ .... _ .......... ''''' __ '_'11 • ... .,I101 ..... _'_b _____ ._ ...... ·_._· ... u ..... , .... ",;or_ .......... !C . ....... ~~--= !£t . C .~IW.dQ,lII.l. 
Research Ethics Office 
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13. Recruitment: 
"De~cribe how and from what sources" the partiCipants will be 'recrulted, including a:ny relat!onship between 
the Invespgator(s), spqnsor(s) and participant(s) (e.g., family merhber, instructor-student; manager-
~mployee). . . . "... . . . ' . 
Attach a .copy of any posterCs!, advertisement's) and/or letter's! to be used for recruitment. 
. The researcher has acquaintanCes in two call centres in the Niagara Region. The researcher will give 
her contact ihformation to these acquaintances and ask that any employees Interested in partiCipating In 
the research are welcome to contact th'e researcher. Participants will be asked to give the researcher's 
contact informati?nto anyemploxee that they feel miC1ht be'interested in oarticioatina 'in the research. 
14. Compensation: 
a) wnr participants rec~ive compensation for participation? DYes xNo. 
b) If yes, please provide details, 
"rl---------'"'---------"·:. ' -~· -------------...., 
SECTION C - DESCRIPTION OF THE RISKS AND BENEFITS'OF THE PROPOSED 
R~~~H . . 
15. Possible Risks~ 
1) Indicate if the 'participants. migh,t experience'any of t~e following risks: 
a) Physical risks (inclucklg any bodily contact, physical stress; or administration of any substance)? 
' . DYes.ONo 
b) Psychological risks (incl~din~ fe.~[jng d(:\n~eaned.i .~rnl:>ar~~:;:ed worried 0:- i.!p~$t. 6motlorm! .sOltose)'? 
: ' " ', . .' . ' ,., '. x Yes No 
. . . 
c) So~lal risks (including possible loss'of'status, privacy, and I or reputation)'? DYesD No 
d) Are any possible risks to particfpar:tts greater th,an tho~e that the participants might encounter i.n 
their ev~ryday Nfe? · ' . .' .. .. . 0 Yes· x No 
e) Is there any dec~ption involved? DVesxNo 
f) Is there potential for participants to feel obligated to partiCipate or coerced into contributing to this 
research (because of regular contact between participants and the researcher, relations~s ·that 
involve power-dynamics, etc.)? ." . "... U Ves x N.o 
2) If you answered Yes to any of 1 a -1f above, ple.ase explain the risk. 
Participants may find It relevant to des9ribe unpleasant experiences on the job which could lead to the, 
participant feeling ups~t'or experieMing emotional stress. Recounting experiences participants f04nd 
stressful could (ead to feelings of mild distress but such distress is .not like"ty to be more than participants 
fa.ce in everyday life and such disclosure'ls voluntarv. . ' . . . 
3) Describe how the "risks win be managed and include the' availability of appropriate m~dic~l or Clinical 
expertis.e c:.'r qualified persons. Expiai"n why less rislwalternative approaches could not be used: 
I P~rtloip~nts will be alerted to'this ~OSSibiiity b~for~ th~y,a$r~.to part;ciPat~ in .the informed consen~ ·form I 
' . . . 
' loa.,lI::ca, .;IItIfiM! ,WcIt' ....... ~!." '0"" rtlll,.. .. ""'~w .. A .. ~ _III ~,.......-.: I r till .ep .. W"t"""~ .. ~~~-,..----""". ---.., ...... --.• .".~ 
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. and verbally. rh~ ·researcher will notIfy parti9i~ants when the interview proceea~ to tno·r~ person?1 ' . 
questions. Aftbis point, .participants will ·be reminded of their right to·end· th~ interView at any time a~d to 
refuse to answer any question. Participants may find answering survey·quesUons lE?sS emotion~~lIy : ... 
9istressing, bu~ such an approacb would not allow participants to describe their wor'k experien~es in t~eir 
own words. . . 
16. Possible Benefits: 
Discuss.any p~tential direct benefits to the p'articipants from theiririvolvement in the project. · Comment 
on the (potential) benefits to the soientific community/society that woUld Justify in'volvement of participants 
in this study. . 
In such a situation, where there is .potential for employees to feel isol~ted or alienated frqm their co-
workers, the re'search may give employees an opportunity to see shared experiences and common 
concerns. Potential"benefits to the scientific community include an increased understanding of the 
. quality of Work in call centres. Specifically, research in thIs area contributes to our knowledge of the 
benefits and drawbacks experienced by low level managers in call centres. As call centres proliferate in 
Canada, It Is crucial to under:otand how empfoyees view this tilpe of war!< and how work can be 
organized to fulfill employees' Intangible needs fer things like social Interaction and self-determination'. 
Additionally·, the research might contribute to our knowledge. of union tlensit}i trends·- specifically, 
whether union densli is likel tQ continue to fall, based 9n employees~ ~ttitudes to ullioniiatlon. 
· SECTION D - THE IN.F:ORMED CONSE.NT PROCESS 
17.Th~ Consent Process: 
. 
Describe the p!:,ocess iliat the investigator(s) will be using to ootain informed consent. Include a ( 
· d~scription' of who will be obtaining the informed consent. If th~re wtll be no written consent foim, explain 
whynol . . .: 
For information about the required elements in the letter of invitation .andthc .(:on;;,:;;nt forn., as v/e::·as . . . 
samples, r !pase mfer td:~b.ttp·;flWW\'i.tkdcKu .catresearchseivicesiforms/index.php . 
If applicable, attach a copy of the Letter of InvItation, the Consent Form. the content of any 
telephone script, and an v other material that· will be utlfized In the inform ed consent process. 
At the start of. every interview, the p~lIticiparit will be.asked to r~adaf1d sign the informoo.·consentfolITi . 
-(see attached). The researcher will highlight verbaily for the each participant the most important aspects 
of the fbrm I.e. oS$ible risks. the ri ht to withdraw, ex · ected duration, etc. . . ... 
18 . . Consent by an authorized party:. 
If the participants are minors pr for oth'er reasons are not competent to consent, describe the proposed 
alternativ~ source of consent. including any permission form to be prol{ided to theperson(s) providing the 
alternative consenl . . 
· 19. Alternatives to pri~r.indjvidual· consGnt: 
. . 
If obtaining j'ndividual participant consent prior to commencement of the research project is not. 
appropriate for this research, please explain and pr~vide details for a propo~ec! alternative consen~ 
process. . 
.. _ ...  _ .......... dl ... _ ... _ ...... -. :n ____ .... __ ....... _1Go ........ ""!~_,,_ • ..., ", ....... __ .. __ .... 'I:i \_ .... _______ ........ _ ....... _, ___ • __ ..... _. __ , _1 ~";J .~ ... 1D"'M"_IIII~': "Il" *!"~ 
Research EthicS Office 
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',' Explain what feedbackJ Information will b~ p~ovide<l to the participants after participation in the ,project ' 
Thi~ should include,a more complete de~cription of the purpose of the research, and access to the re~ults 
,of the research. A1s~, describe the method and timing for del!verlng the feedback, 
Participants will be ,sent a letter of thank~ upon completion of their interview (see attached). In this letter, ' 
artici ants will be invited to contact me if the wish to receive a brief summa of the research. 
21. ParticIpant withdrawal: 
a) DesC!ibe how the participants will be info,med of their fight to witharaw from the project Outline 
, th,e procedures that will be followed to allow the participants to exercis,e this right 
Participants will be asked tOTead and sign the Informed consent form which notifies them of their right to 
~ithdraw (see attached). ,Participants will be reminded of their right to withdraw and to refuse to answer 
any question before commencing the interview. If the participant requests that the,intElrview be stopped, 
she v~W ~be asked If she wishes that her data be included or .de~troyed , If llle participant-appears ~ , 
uncomfortable or upset, he will be as{ted if he wishes to end the Interview and whether-to 'include or 
destro the data.' ' , ' 
b) Indicate what wi!! be, dopeit~ith the-participaht'saata' sh~lMi:he participant choose to withdraW. 
Describe what, if any, consequeflces withdrawal might have on the participan~ Including any eff~pt , 
that wi~hdrawal maY,have on participant compensation, 
, Data wi!'1 be included in the final report or destroyed immediately depending on t.'1e partiCipant's wishes. 
Withdrawal wi!1 have no cons . uences 'for the artiei ant ' , ' 
SECTION E - CONFIDENTIALITY & ANONYMITY 
Confidentlal(ty: in,formatipn revealed by' :Jaiiicipa~inati\olds·the exp~ctatl~n of privacy. This means 
.. 'm~ra!iJdia cOilected will not be shared with anyone except the researchers listed on this application. , 
Anonymity of data: infof1l)ation revealed by participants will not have any distinctive character or 
recognition facto'r, such that Information can be matched (even by the research'er) to individual 
partiCipants. Any information· colleCted· using audio-taping, vl'cteo recording, or Interview carmbt be . . 
considt.:red andhymolls. Please note that this refers to the anonymitY 'of the data Itself and !l21the 
r0portii ;~ of-results. . . , , . 
22. Given the definitions above: 
a) Will the data be treated as confidential? 
b) Are the dat& a~onymous? 
'xVesD No 
DVesxNo 
c) Describe any personal identifiers that will be collected during the course of the research (e.g" 
participant names, initia,ls, addresses, birth dates, student n,umbe'rs, organizational names and titles etc.). 
Indicate how personal identifiers will be secured an~ if they will be retained once data collection Is , 
complete. 
, Demographic Identifiers such as name, address, birth year, birth place, and contactinformation will.be 
collected. In some cases, such information is revealed. in the course of ~n interview and 'provides ,. 
contextual information relevant to the research question. Contact information will be coliecteq at t!'le 
b,eginning of theintetview to facilitate giving feeaback to respondents, Such information will be distroyed 
upon completion of the research. , " .' 
Research Ethics Offlc'e 
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.' d) If any 'personal id~niifiers wi!1 be retalnec! onc~ data ~Uection 'is complete; provide a cb'mpr~hensive 
. ~ati~nale explainJn.g why it Is necess'ary to retain thi~ information, including tlw retention of master lists 
. that link patfio\pant identlfiers.with unique study «odes an~ de·ldentlfied data. 
[ 
e) State who will have·access to the data. 
, I The principal student investigatQr and the faculty supervisor. 
1) Describe the p'rocedures to .be used to ensure anonymity of participants an9/oi' confidentiaiity of data 
] 
J 
bot~ during the conduct ofthe researoh and in tha release o~ its findings., . 
Contact information wili be stored in a lock~ cabinet in the principal student investigator's home and n1t 
published with the research findings. Audiotapes, trans9riptions,.and any other· participant information 
will be stored In a locked cabinet In the principal stUdent investigator's home. Partlclpants,wm not be .. • . 
identified by name in the research fiAdings aOd no Information will be used that might identify the . ,:;, 
participants in the research finding's. Pseudonym~ will be used '!Vhe.n referring to partlelpants in the i 
research. . . ' ,.---1 
g) If-particip~nt anonymity and/or confidentiality is not appropria~e to this 'researCh prcJect,. exr!~ln-ilii ·. 
cjElta,iI •. how aUp~rtieipants'wiU bsodvisedthat data wiil not be anonymous or confidential. 
. . 
r----------------------------------. ---. i 
"-.<---.. - -... ------=-~:....-------=---~ 
h) Explain how written records, video/audio tapes, and questionnaires will be secured, and provide .~;: 
details of their final disposal or storage, includihghowlong they will be secured and the disposal met~od 
to be used., . 
Audiotapes and transcriptions will be stored In a lOCked cabinet In the prinCipal student inves~lg.ato(s . . . I 
heme untif the re!;]earch,l,s ppmplete. Upon.c9mpLetbn of tne rt\8u2.fch , · aud lotapC; J aii~ tta,lsCT',ptlons wiii . 
b~ det;:':"o ed~ . ,--. ,'" ...... ,- -,," . . -~ . - . . 
.SECTlON F. - SECONDARY USE OF DATA 
23. . . .', .' .. . .. . . .. . 
a) Is it yoUri~t~nti~n to reanal.yze. th~ d.~ta for purpose~ oth&:, than de$Cr~be~ In this tr~::t~~~ 
b) Is it your intention to allow the study and d~~ to be reanalyzed by colleagues, students, or other 
researchers outside 9f the original research purposes? If this is the case, explain how you will allow 
you~ participants the opportunity to choose to participate in a study where their data would be . 
. distributed to othe~s (state how you y.rifl contact participants to ob~in their re-c~nsent) 
I No. 
c) If there are no plans to reanalyze the data for secondary purposes .and, yet, you wish to 'keep t~e 
data indefinitely, please explain why. . 
··l~ ____ ~ ______________ ~~ __ ~ ______ ~ ______________ ~ 
SECTION G Ww MONITORING ONGOING.RI;SEARCH 
It is the investi~ator's respons'ibiiity to notify the REB using the "Reli~wa\lProJect Completed" 
form, when the proje.ct 'is completed or· if it is:cancelled~ · . . 
http://www.brocku.ca/researchservices/formsfindex.php . 
__ 1~_"5""_"'''_._''''''""-___ .""",, ....... _ .. QIII ............. __ .._ ... '!"' . ....... _ ..... _ ...... _'Il ..... "....... _ .. _n ", ... t _.;",; _,_ ... __ ... ,_' .._._iIIIt:.I __ .......... ".;.a:i ... _._ .. _::C"Rlftft 
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24,. A:nn~al Review·a~.d Seri~us Adverse Events (SAE~: 
a) MINIMUM REVIEW REQUIRES THE RESEARCHER COMPLETE A "RENEWAUPROJECT 
COMPLETED" FORlif.'AT LEAST ANNUALLY. ' . . . 
Indicate wheth~r aflY aqditlonal monitoring or:review ~~uld be appropriate f<:>rthis project· 
II do not anticipate that data collection will extend beyond one year. 
~Serious adverse events .(negative consequence~ or results affecting participants) mU,st be reported to 
the Research Ethics Officer and the REB Chair, as s60n as possible and, in any even~; rio more than 3 
days subsequent to their occurrence. . '" . ' '" 
25. COMMENTS 
If you experience any problems or have any questions about the Ethics Review Process at Brock 
University, please feel free to contac~ the Research Ethics Office at (905) 6?~,5550 exl30.35, or 
reb@brocku.ca . ' . . '. .' 
-_~,"''''_._'_''''_'' __ ''_' __ '' ___ h~~''''' Itt' _ ... 'e'*' .... AAM"Il II 4U4 
Research Ethics Office 
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Letter of Invita~ioil 
.... 
Consciousnes~ and Unionization among Call Centr·e·Workers iIi Southern .-,' 
Ontario - - - '. 
Principal Student Investj.gator: Elizabeth Madc;leaux, graduate student 
Faculty Supervisor: Ann Duffy (aduffy@brocku.ca) 
REB File # . . 
--
Please allow me .to introduce myself. My name is Elizabeth Maddeaux and I am a: . 
graduate student at Brock University. I am interested ill doing research which explores 
the working experiences ofindividuals employed in a supervisory or management 
capacity at a .. call centre in the Niagara Region. 
The research involves a one-hour int~rview to)e scheduled at your convenience and at a 
location of your choosing, ''' ' . - . 
All information you provide during. the course of the interview is confidential. No 
information about you that could be used to identify you. will be ret~ind .~.n . !he fi.nnl . 
report. You will be assigned a pseudonym.' . 
1 would take this opportunity to ask that you take care to protect yours and others' 
privacy with respect to this study. 
Data collected during this study will be stored in a locked cabinet in the principal student 
- investigator~s home. Data will be kept forillne months, after which time audiotapes and 
- IT . •. . "I b ~ . ~ - -. _1:mscnptl':I!J~ Wll d) •.• e::;tr'weu. 
Participation. in this study is voluntary. If you wish, you may decline to answer any 
questions or participate in any component of the study. Further, you may decide to 
withdraw from this study at any tim,e and may d9 so . ,vithout any penalty or loss of · 
beJ?-e:!its to which you are entitled. 9n1y I and D!-Y faculty supervisor, Ann Dt\ffy; will 
haveacce~s to the information you provide. 
r believe this is a very important topic and that it is imp.ortant to hear. from individuals 
about their actual work experiences. So, I am hOping that you will be able to .take the time 
to participate in my research. I think you will find it a rewarding experience. If you think 
you may be interested in participating and would lik,e to learn mOIe~ please contact me at . 
the following: . 
. Home phone: 905-834-0557 
- E-mail: rm04dg@brocku.ca 
. Thank you, 
Eliz(l.beth Maddeaux 
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Informed Consent Form' 
. . . , 
'Date: . 
.Project Title: Consciousness and Unionization among Call .Centre Workers in Southem Ontario 
. P~incipal Student Investigator: 'e:lizabeth Maddeaux, graduate 
. student . 
P rog'ram: Social Jus.tice and -Equity Studies 
Brock University 
905-834-0557 
r'm04dg@brocku.ca 
INVITATION 
Faculty Supervisor: Ann Duffy, full pr.ofesso~ 
Department of: Soclotogy . 
Brock University . 
(905) 688-5550 Ext: 3517 
aduffy@brocku.ca 
You are invited to participate in a study that involves research. The purpose of this study Is to understand the work. 
environment in a cail centre arid the impact ofthis environment on your attitudes towards work and unionization. 
WHAT'S INVOLVED . 
As a p~rticipant, you.will be asked to answer interview questions abou.t your role iii the company, any" negative job 
experiences you may have had, your thoughts and feelings on the usefulness of unions, and your quality of work life. You 
will be asked to pass along my contact information to any co-worker that might also b~ interested In participatin~ in the 
research. Participation will take ane:;roximately -one hour of your time. Intervie~ witt be audio-taped and transcnbed. 
POTENTIAL BENEFITS AND RISKS 
~ossible benefits of participation include leaming that your co-work~rs share similar concerns or experi~nces. Possible 
benefits to the scientific community include an increased understanding of Canadians' attitudes towards work and 
IJnioniz.qtion, There also may be rf8!w.assoclatad with participation,includlng. feelings of rnlld distreC:~ or emotiO\la! stres~ . 
brought on by recounting unpleasant work experiences. Such risks are no greater than those you may face in everyday 
life. You wilt be notified by the researcher when the interview Is proceeding to more .personal questions. 
Plea~e nnia that In addition to the risks mentioned above, partICipating li)this research couid affect empioyment ruiatiune; 
Choosing to discuss work conditions and unionization could be perceived negatively by your supervisors. 
CONFIDENTIALITY 
All information you provide during the course of the interview is confidemtial. No Information about you that could be used 
to identify you will be retained in the final report You will be aSSigned a pseudonym. 
Data collected during this study wiil be stored in a locked r.abinet in the principal student investigator's home. Data will 
be keptf9r nin~ rpontns, after which time avdlotapes and tr'mccript.ionr- will be r!\'!stnyed. Acr.R.s"" to th!s. dat!;l. ""m.he 
r£,i;trictt:lot\?clliaiJeth Maddeaux af)d Ann Duffy. · . 
. VOLUNTARY PARTICIPATION 
Participation in this study Is voluntary. If you Wish, you may decline to answer any questions pr participate In any 
cO'mponent of the study. Further, you may decide to withdraw from this study at any time and. may do so without any 
penalty '::'r loss of benefits to which you are entitled. . 
PUBliCATION OF RESULTS Resul~s of this stupy may be pubnshed in professional Joumals and presented arconferences .. Feedback about this study 
witt be available upon completion of the research (January 2009).You wilt be given an opportunity to indicate whether you 
woul? like to receive feedback about this study a:fter the interview Is complete. 
CONTACT. INFORMATION AND ETHICS CLEARANCE' 
If you have any questions about jhis study or require furtl:)er inform"tio~, please contact the Principal Investigator or the 
. Faculty Supervisor. (where applicable) using the contact-Information provided above. This study has been revie.wed and 
received ethics clearance through the Research Ethics Board at Brock University (file # 07-30n, If you have any 
comments o~ cot.lcerns about your rights as a research participant, ple·ase contact the Research Ethics 9ffice at (905) 
688-5550 Ext. 3035, reb@brccku.ca. . . 
Thank you for your ass.istance,in this project. PIElase keep a copy of this form for yo~r records. 
. -CONSENT FORM ' 
I agree to participate in this study described above. I have made 'this decision based. on the information I have read in the 
Information-Consent LeUer. I have. had the opportunity to receiVe any additional details I wanted about t~e . study , . od 
untlerstand that I may ask questio~s in the· future. I underst~ild that I may withdraw this consent at. any time. 
Name: ____________________ ___ 
Si.gnature: ____________________ __ Date: 
